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ABSTRACT
Let E, E l denote, respectively, the set o f singular idempotents in Tn (the semi­
group o f a ll fu ll transformations on a finite set X „ = { 1, . . . ,  n }) and the set o f idem- |
potents o f defect 1. For a singular element a  in Tn, le t A:( a ) ,k i(a )  be defined by the |
properties
In this Thesis, we obtain results analogous to those o f Iwahori (1977), Howie (1980),
Saito (1989) and Howie, Lusk and McFadden (1990) concerning the values o f k(a) ^
and k i{a )  fo r the partial transformation semigroup P „. The analogue of Howie and 
McFadden’s (1990) result on the rank o f the semigroup iT (n ,r) = {a  E 3^ : | im a| <  
r ,2 < r < n —1}  is also obtained.
The nilpotent-generated subsemigroup o f was characterised by Sullivan in 
1987. In this work, we have obtained its depth and rank.
Nilpotents in I  On and POn (the semigroup o f all partial one-one order-preserving 
maps, and a ll partial order-preserving maps) are studied. A characterisation o f their 
nilpotent-generated subsemigroups is obtained. So also are their depth and rank. We 
have also characterised their nilpotent-generated subsemigroup for the infin ite set X  = 
{1,2 ,...}.
The rank o f the semigroup L (n ,r)  = {a  £ S : | im a| <  r, 1 <  r  <  n — 2 } 
is investigated for S = 0 » ,P 0 n ,5 'P 0 „ and I „  (where 0 „ is the semigroup o f a ll 
order-preserving fu ll transformations, SPOn the semigroup o f a ll strictly partial order- 
preserving maps, and the semigroup o f one-one partial transformation).
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INTRODUCTION
iâ  = y, xôi = xa  otherwise,
Since the paper by Howie [16] in 1966, establishing that every singular selfmap 
o f a fin ite set X „ = { 1, . . . ,  n} is expressible as a product (i. e. a composition) o f 
idempotent selfmaps, there have been many articles on this topic. We draw attention 
in  particular to Iwahori [23], Howie [19], Saito [25], Howie, Lusk and McFadden [20] 
and Howie and McFadden [21].
A ll o f these papers are concerned w ith the fu ll transformation semigroup Tn con­
sisting o f a ll maps a : X» —> Evseev and Podran [8] considered the larger semi­
group Pn consisting o f a ll partial maps from X» into itse lf and showed that there too 
a ll elements other than permutations o f X% are expressible as products o f idempotents.
However, the considerable developments that have taken place concerning total trans­
formations have not as yet been matched by corresponding progress in the partial case.
In fact it  turns out to be relatively easy to prove results o f P„ corresponding to 
those for 3^. By a result o f Vagner [29], quoted in C lifford and Preston [3], there is an 
isomorphism between Pn and a subsemigroup o f the fu ll transformation semigroup 'é
Un consisting o f a ll maps a : {0 ,1 , . . . ,  n} — {0 ,1 , . . . ,  n} for which Oa = 0. This 
isomorphism proves to be a powerful tool in translating results on T„ to very sim ilar 
results concerning Pn.
Let SPn be the semigroup o f a ll strictly partial transformations on the set X „. An i.|
element a  in Pn is said to have projection characteristic (k ,r )  or to belong to [ A;, r ] if  
I dom a \ -  k and | im a| = r. Every element a G [n — 1, n — 1] has domain X „ \ { i }  
and image X „ \{ ; '}  fo r some i , j  in X „. Hence there is a unique element â in [n , n] 
associated w ith a, defined by
(A r) = JVU JV^U---U iV* and (AT) y  W U JV  ^u  • • • u  w jfc-1
W  = { S
In another paper [14], Gomes and Howie investigated the rank of the semigroup 
On» POn and SPOn (the semigroup o f order-preserving fu ll transformations, order- 
preserving partial transformations and order-preserving strictly partial transformations 
on Xn). They showed that the rank o f On is n, that o f POn is 2n — 1 and SPOn has
and called the completion o f a. In [12] Gomes and Howie proved that if  n is even 
the subsemigroup Sin o f Pn consisting o f a ll strictly partial one-one transformations 
is nilpotent generated. For n odd they showed that the nilpotents in Sin generate 
SIn\Wnr-i where W n-i consists o f a ll a E [ n — 1, n — 1] whose completions are i:
odd permutations. They also proved that the depth o f (iV ), denoted by A {{N))  (where 
N  is the set o f a ll nilpotent elements in Sin), which is the unique k for which
to be equal to 3 or 2 according to n is even or odd.
Simultaneously and independently, Sullivan [26] investigated the corresponding 
question fo r SPn, the subsemigroup o f F» consisting o f a ll elements that are stictly 
partial, where the answer turns out to be sim ilar: I f  N  is the set o f nilpotents in  SPn 
then
ifn  is even, 1
ifn  is odd. 1
In [13] Gomes and Howie raised the question o f the rank o f the semigroup Sing„ 
(the semigroup o f a ll singular selfmap on X „) and that o f Sin- They showed that both 
the rank and the idempotent rank o f Singn are equal to |-n( n — 1). On the other hand 
they showed that Sin has rank n+ 1, and if  n is even its nilpotent rank is also n +  1. For 
n odd they showed that both the rank and the nilpotent rank o f SIn\Wnr~i are equal to 
n+ 1. Their result for Sing„ was later generalised by Howie and McFadden [21], who 
showed that the rank and the idempotent rank o f iT (n, r) = {a  E Sing„ : | im a| < 
r, 1 < r < n —1} are both equal to S( n, r ) , the Stirling number o f the second kind.
:
-K
Î
rank 2 n — 2. The idempotent rank o f 0» is 2 n — 2 (On was proved to be idempotent­
generated by Howie [17]), PO „ is idempotent-generated and its idempotent rank is 
3 n — 2 . The semigroup SPOn is not idempotent-generated and so the question o f its 
idempotent rank does not arise.
Let P , El denote, respectively, the set o f singular idempotents in Tn and the set 
o f idempotents o f defect 1. For a singular element a  in let A;( a ), A:i ( a) be defined 
by the properties
In Chapter 1, we show how the results o f Iwahori [23], Howie [19], Saito [25] and |
.1Howie, Lusk and McFadden [20] concerning the values o f k(a ) and k i(a )  can be 
modified to deal w ith the partial case.
For 2 <  r  <  n — 1, let
K (n ,r )  = {a £ T n  - | im a| <  r } .
Then if(n , r)  is a semigroup, whose rank was shown by Howie and McFadden [21] 
to be the Stirling number S( n, r)  o f the second kind. We show a very sim ilar result 
about the partial transformation semigroup P».
In Chapter 2, we extend the result o f Gomes and Howie [13] on the depth, rank and 
nilpotent rank o f the nilpotent-generated subsemigroup o f Sin to the partial transfor­
mation semigroup P». We have also generalised the idea o f a rank in  line with Howie j
and McFadden to the nilpotent-generated subsemigroup.
Let N  be the set o f a ll nilpotent elements in I  On (the semigroup of a ll partial #
one-one order-preserving transformations on X»). In Chapter 3, a description o f the 
subsemigroup o f IO „ generated by the set iV is given. The set {a  G I  On : | im o;| <  «
r }  is shown to be contained in (JV) if  and only if  r  <  n /2 . The depth o f {N ) is
T v
shown to be equal to 3 for a ll n >  3. The rank and the nilpotent rank o f {a  6 lO n :
I im  a| <  r  and r  <  n /2 }  are shown to be both equal to (") — 1, and for the set 
{of E lOn  : I im  of| <  r, of E (N ) and n/2 <  r  <  n — 2 } they are shown to be both 
equal to 0 ) -  (^ :')  -  1.
In Chapter 4, we give a description o f the subsemigroup o f POn generated by the 
set M  o f its nilpotent elements. The set {a  E POn : | im  a| <  r }  is shown to be 
contained in  (M ) if  and only if  r  <  n/2 and |X \dom  a\ >  r. The depth o f (M ) 
is shown to be equal to 3 fo r a ll n >  3. The rank o f the set {a  E POn : |im  a| < 
n — 2 and a E (M )}  is shown to be equal to 6(n  — 2), and its nilpotent rank to be 
equal to 7 n — 15.
The results o f Gomes and Howie on the rank o f 0», POn, SPOn and Sin are 
generalised in  Chapter 5. I f  we let
L(n, r) = {a  E *9 : I im a| <  r  and r  <  n — 2 }.
Then we have shown that for S -  On, the rank and the idempotent rank o f L( n, r) are 
both equal to (” ). For S = POn they are shown to be both equal to Ya=t (t) ( r - i )  • 
For S -  SPOn they are shown to be both equal to (%) (J li)  • The rank and the 
nilpotent rank o f L ( n, r) are also shown to be both equal to (” ) + 1.
Related questions have been considered in recent years for different types o f finite 
semigroups o f transformations. For example Erdos [7], Dawlings [5 ,6] and Ballantine 
[1] studied the semigroup o f endomorphisms o f a finite dimensional vector space over 
a field P . Howie and Schein [22] studied the semigroup o f forgetful endomorphisms of 
a fin ite Boolean algebra. Umar [27,28] considered the semigroup o f order-decreasing 
fin ite transformations for both fu ll and partial one-one transformations on the set X „.
3
: - 3
. ..r: .
- t . - ..t v ‘
' 0 i fx  ^  dom 01.
Then a* belongs to the subsemigroup P* of Un consisting o f all those transformations 
ofXo leaving 0 fixed. Conversely i f  ft £ P*, then its restriction to X „,
ft\Xn = f tm X n X X n )
is a partial transformation of Xn. The domain of ft\Xn is the set o f a ll x in fo r 
which xft ^  0. Then the mapping a a* and ft —^ ft\Xn are mutually inverse 
isomorphisms o f Pn onto P* and vice-versa. ■
1
■Î
1
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CHAPTER ONE
IDEMPOTENTS IN  PARTIAL TRANSFORMATION 
SEMIGROUPS
14:
1. Products of idempotents I
Let E  be the set o f a ll idempotents o f P „\[ n, n] and P i the set o f a ll idempotents 
o f Pn\[ n, n] w ith projection characteristic ( n, n -  1) or ( n — 1, n — 1). It has been 
shown in [8] that E, and even P i generates P «\[ n, n]. We denote by Un the semigroup 
o f a ll fu ll transformations o f X q , where Xo = X« U {0  }.
Now for convenience we record the result o f Vagner [29] (also to be found in [3, 
p254] ).
Theorem 1.1.1 For each a in Pn, define the transformation a* ofXo by
* _ j xa i fx  £ dom a.
Following Howie and McFadden [21], we shall denote | im a\ by h( a) and refer 
to it  as the height o f a. Then an idempotent ri o f height n in F* corresponds in this 
isomorphism either to an idempotent in [ n, n— 1] ( if 0 77“  ^ = {0 }) or to an idempotent 
in  [n  — 1, n — 1] ( if lOtj” ' | = 2). So for example
( 2 1  n ) = ( i  2 i j  <“ [3 ,2 ]).
(2 I  2 2) = ( 2  0 * "
Since P i is the set o f idempotents in [ n, n — 1] U [ n — 1, n — 1], we define P f
to be the set o f idempotents in F * o f height n.
Now let O' be an element o f F „ \[ n, n ]. Then a* is a singular element o f w ith
the property that = 0. By the method o f Howie [19] a* can be expressed as a 
product 6  (2 "  o f idempotents in Un and the method ensures that 0 ,^- = 0 for a ll i. 
Hence = ej for some idempotent c,- in F „\[n , n]. Moreover, if  is an idempotent 
o f height n in  Un then has projection characteristic (n, n-1) or (n-1, n-1) as remarked 
earlier. So every singular element of P* is a product o f idempotentis from P f.
Associated with each a in F« is a digraph F ( a) whose vertices are 1,2, • •, n 
and where ( t, J) is a (directed) edge i f  and only if  ia  = J. A connected component Q 
o f r  ( a ) has a core k(Q ) defined by the property that æ(E O ) is in k (O ) if  and only if  
there exists p >  0 such that xa^ -  x. In the terminology o f [19], Q, is called standard 
i f  1 <  \k iQ )\ <  \Q l acyclic i f  I = \k (a ) \ <  |Q|, cyc/zc if  1 <  \k {a ) \  = |G|, 
and singleton i f  1 = |A;(0)| = |0 |. On the other hand it is clear that a connected 
component A  o f F ( a) has no core i f  and only i f  there exists a positive integer p >  0 
such that xoP = 0 fo r a ll x E O . We shall refer to such Q as terminal. For example if
O ' =
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
2 3 4 2 6 6 8 7 9  11
then r  ( Of) is as shown in F ig l (see Appendix), and the components, reading from le ft
As a consequence we have
p(of*) = (n +  1) + c(a*) — f (a * )  = (n+  1) + c(a) — (/(o r) + 1)
= n+ c(of) -  f ( a )  ~ g(a).
Lemma 1.L4 d(a*) -  d(a).
Proof.
J
to right are respectively standard, acyclic, cyclic, singleton, and terminal. j
D efinition 1.1.2 For an element a 6 Pn we define the gravity of a , denoted by p( or), 
as n+  c(a) — f ( a ) .  (Here c( or) is the number of cyclic components o f F (a ) and 
/ (  or) the number o f fixed points o f or). The defect o f a, denoted by d( a ) , is defined as 
|X\imor|.
The following lemma is obvious:
Lemma 1.1.3 c(or*) -  c(a), f (a * )  = / ( a )  + 1. ■
d(oi*) = |X o \im a *| = |(X  U {0 }) \ ( im  a U {0 } ) |
= |X \ im a | = d(a) 1
We have the following result from [19 &  23].
Theorem 1.1.5 [19, Theorem 3.1] Let Sing,^  denote the semigroup o f singular map- |
pings from X» into X „, and let F  denote the set of idempotents o f height n — 1 in #
I1
■ - r t - ï v ' . . r  ' V  '
Sing„. For each a in Sing„ the least k fo r which a £ is k = g(a), where g (a ) is 
the gravity o f a. ■
■'f.
î
Theorem 1.1.6 For all a in P „\[ n, n ],
Proof. Since a  ^  [ n, n ], a* is a singular element o f P*. By Theorem 1.1.5 and the 
remark made on page 6, a* is expressible as a product cjej • • • ej o f idempotents in  P* 
o f height n, where k = g( a * ) . Hence by the isomorphism
a = €l C2 • • • Cfc
and A; > p(a). |
Suppose by way o f contradiction that a  -  ci • • • ez, w ith e i, * • •, £ P i and
I <  g(a). Then a* = . . .  e*, with e î, • • •, e* E P f. This is a contradiction. ■
Theorem 1.1.7 [25, Theorem9] Let Sing„ be the semigroup of all singular mappings 
from Xn into Xn, and let F  be the set of idempotents o/S ing„. For a  in Sing„, let k( a) 
be the unique positive integer fo r which a £ , a i  and g( a) the gravity
o faandd(a ) the defect o f a. Thenk(a) = \g (a )/d ia ) ']o r lg (a )/d (a ) '\ + 1, where 
|"x] fo r any real number x denotes the least integer m fo r which m > x .  ■
Theorem 1.1.8 For all a  £ P n\[ n, n], let k{ a) be defined by the property that 
Then k{oi) ~ lg (a )/d (a )'\ or fp(a)/d(cv)] + 1. |
i
' i
9Proof. Since or ^  [n,n], or* is a singular element of P*. By Theorem 1.1.7 and the 
remark made on page 6, or* is expressible as a product e* • • • o f idempotents in E*, 
where k = fp(or*)/d(or*)] or [p (a *)/d (a *)] + 1. Hence by the isomorphism
or = Cl ' e&, 
and A; = fp(or*)/d(c«*)‘] or fp(a*)/d(or*)] + l, i.e
k = [p(or)/d(or)1 or fp(or)/d(or)] + 1.
Theorem 1.1.9 [20, Theorem 2.1] Let a  £ Sing„ and p >  I. I f
g(a) < ( p -  l)d(or) + 1 
then or 6 pp. ■
Theorem 1.1.10 Let a  £ P n\[ n, n] and p >  1. / /
g(a) <  (p — l)d(or) + 1
then or € pp.
Proof. The element a* is singular and g{ a*) = g(or), d( a*) = d(or). Thus if  g( or) <  
(p  — l)d(or) + 1, then equivalently we have p( a*) <  ( p — 1) d( a*) + 1. Hence from 
Theorem 1.1.9 or* £ (P*)P, and from the isomorphism we have a £ PP. ■
Theorem 1.1.11 Let a  £ P «\[ n, n] and d( or) = d. I fn  — d is even, then
9 ioi) <  i ( 3 n - d ) .
10
I fn  — d is odd, then
Proof. Let a  E P n \[’ »^ M] and let d{a) -  d. Suppose first that n — d is even. Then 
(n +  1) — d is  odd. However, every a* must contain at least one fixed point, namely 
0 , and so, arguing as in  the proof o f [20, Theorem 2.2], we see that the unique way of 
obtaining an element o f P* o f defect d and maximum gravity is by forming ( n— d) /2  
2-cycles and mapping the remaining d + 1 elements to 0 . This gives
p(a) = p(oj*) = (n +  1) + ( n — d)/2 -  1 = (3 n — d ) /2 .
Suppose now that n — d is odd. Again or* has at least one fixed point. This time, 
as in [20], there are several ways of achieving an element o f defect d and maximum 
gravity. One way is to form (n  — d — l) /2  2-cycles, and to choose z outside these 
2-cycles, mapping z to 0 and a ll other elements to z. No other device w ill produce an 
element o f greater gravity. The gravity we obtain in this way is
(n +  1) + ( n - d -  l ) /2  -  1 = ( 3 n - d -  l ) /2 .  ■
Theorem 1.1.12 Let a  E P n \[n,n] and le tp> 3. I f  h{a) is even and
Koi)  <  j- ( ( 2 p - 4 ) n + 2 ) ,
then or E EP- I fh (a )  is odd and
h(a) <  j ^ ^ ( ( 2 p - 4 ) n + 3 ) ,
then or E E^.
Proof, I f  /i( a ) ( = n — d) is even and if
K a )  <  Y ((2 p _ 4 )n +  2),
1 .1
9( 01) <  “ ( 3 n - d -  1). 4
■ vs-l • , V," T \
11
then
(2p — l ) ( n — d) <  (2p — 4)n+ 2 
which after rearrangement gives
3 n —d < 2 ( p  — l ) d + 2 .
Hence by Theorem 1.1.10 and 1.1.11
9(oi) <  j ( 3 n ~  d) <  ( p -  l)d  + 1,
and so or E PP.
The case where h{ a) is odd is similar.
a-'t
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2. Elements having maximum gravity and small gravity
In this section, we shall determine the number o f elements in P „\[ n, n] that have 
maximum gravity and formulae for the number o f elements o f small gravity.
From Theorem 1.1.11 (proof), those elements in P* having maximum gravity are 
to be found in the D-class P „ o f [7*. As in [20], a typical 7^ -class w ithin this T>- 
class denoted by P ( { * , /} ) (0  <  <  n ,i ^  j ) ;  it consists o f all elements a for
which k(a ) is the equivalence whose only non-singleton class is A typical C- 
class w ithin Dn may be denoted by L (t)  (0 <  i  < n) ; it  consists of all a for which 
im Of = X n \{ i} .  There are ) ‘R.-classes, and each H-class contains n! elements.
Those elements in P* are to be found in  a ll the 'R-classes and n of the ^-classes 
(since L ( 0) cannot have 0 as a fixed point ). Also from [20], a -class H ( {%, / } ,  k) is 
a group K-class if  and only if  A: E {»,/}• It therefore follows that for the group %-class 4
H ( { i,y } ,  k) to contain an element in P *, k must be different from zero. Hence there 1
112
Lemma 1.2.1 Let n - 2 m  be even, with m >  2. Then the number o f elements o f P* 
with maximum gravity (equal to 3 m —\ ) in a single group H-class is
( 2 m - l ) î  
3 .2 "» -2 (m -2 )I
and the number in a non-group 7i-class is
( 2 m - 2 ) !
2 m - i( r n -  1) ! ’
The total number is
( 2 m + 1) !
3 2 " * - i ( m - l ) ! '
Proof. Consider first a typical group K-class FT( { i, / } ,  t) in  P* (where i  = 0 ). W ithin 
this 7i-class the only configuration that leads to maximum gravity is as shown in figure 
2 (see Appendix), so the number o f elements o f maximum gravity in this class is
( 2 m -  1)!
3 . 2 ^ - 2 ( m - 2 ) l ’
Now consider a typical non-group %-class FT({i,y}, k) in  P*, where k ^  i,J, 
W ithin this H-class the only configuration that leads to maximum gravity is as shown
are n group %-classes with no element from P* and n(n+ 1) — n (-  n?) group K - ^
classes having elements from P*. Sim ilarly, the £-class L(0) contains no non-group |
K-class having elements from P*. The number o f non-group H-classes in L(0) is 
(”2  ^) — n( = . Thus the total number of non-group K-classes having elements
from P* is
As in the proof o f Theorem 1.1.11 we shall find elements o f maximum gravity by . %
having as many cyclic components as possible and as few fixed points as possible. This |
w ill frequently involve constructing a number p o f 2-cycles from 2 p elements o f X „, 
and it  may be useful to note now that the number o f ways o f doing this is ( 2 p) ! /  ( p ! 2 p) .
13
in figure 3 (see Appendix). So the number o f elements o f maximum gravity in this class
is
( 2 m - 2 ) !
2 m - l( ^  ~ 1) !
Notice that once t is fixed, so is the group K-class K ( { i , 0 } , i ) .  So there are 2m 
group K-classes having elements from P* with maximum gravity. On the other hand, 
an element a* whose configuration is given by figure 3 belongs to the non-group K - if
class H ( {%, 0 } , A;). So there are 2 m (2m ~ 1) non-group K-classes having elements 
from P* with maximum gravity, arising from the choise o f i  and k. Hence the total 
number o f elements in P* with maximum gravity is
( 2 m + 1)!
3 . 2 ^ - i ( m - l ) ! '
Lemma 1,2.2 Let n -  2m \ be odd, with m >  0. Then the elements of P* with
, Vmaximum gravity (equal to 3m + I )  are all group elements, and the number in any 4#
group H-class is #
(2 m )!
2 ^m ! '
The total number o f elements in P* with maximum gravity is
( 2 m + 1)1 
2 "^ m!
Proof. Here there is only one configuration giving maximum number of gravity (see 
Fig 4 in the Appendix).
A ll elements having this configuration are group elements. The number o f them 
in any K-class containing them is
(2 m )! ”1
2 "*m! '
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2 ™m! 2 ’"m !
i;
.4J
The total number of them in P* is
( 2 m )!(2 m + 1) ( 2 m + l ) !
Theorem 1.2.3 Let a £ Pn\[ n, . Ifn  ~ 2m with m > 2 ,  then the total number o f 0"Ielements in Pn\[n, n] with maximim gravity (equal to 3m — I)  is 4
I( 2 m + 1)! i
I f n  -  2m  + 1 with m >  0 , then the total number o f elements in Pn\[n, n] with éi
maximum gravity (equal to3 m +  I)  is
( 2 m + 1)! Î)
2 "*m l '
Proof. The results follows from Lemmas 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 by the isomorphism. ■  |
I
JWe now look at the singular elements o f P* and determine those o f them with |
minimum gravity.
Let N *(n+  I ,  h,g) denote the number o f elements a* £ P* such that h( a*) ~ h 
andpCof*) = g.
Lemma 1.2.4 For all n >  1,
W * (n + l,n , l)  = n?. Ï
ÎProof. The only configuration that leads to gravity 1 is as shown in Fig 4 (see Appen- s;
dix).
"I
 . . . . . . .  V;. - ~ .. ■■■■ ^ ' v v -
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The number o f elements corresponding to this configuration is
71’ n = n?.
Lemma 1.2.6 For all n >  3,
N *(n +  l,n , 3) = n (n— I) ^ (n — 2).
For all n >  4,
N *(n+  l,n ,4 ) = ~ n (n — l) ( n  — 2)(2n^ ~  7n+ 4).
Proof. Let h(a*) = nand p(a*) = 3, so that f (a * )  — c(a*) = n — 2. I f  we suppose 
there are n — 1 fixed points and one cycle, then this would mean that a ll n+ 1 elements
Lemma 1.2.5 For all n >  2,
AT*(n+1 ,n,2) = Ti(n— 1)  ^ 4
Proof. For g(a*) to equal 2 we require to have / ( a*) — c( a*) = ( n+ 1) — 2 = n— 1. 
I f  there were n fixed points and one cycle the total number o f elements in  X q would 
have to be at least n + 2 , which is not possible. So a* must have n — 1 fixed points 
and no cycles. Since h(a*) = ti, the only possible configuration is as shown in Fig 6 
(see Appendix). The number o f elements corresponding to this configuration is
Ti(n— l)(n ~ - 1) = n (n— 1)^.
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n(n — l) ( n  — 2) + n(n — l ) ( n ~ 2) ( n - - 2) = n (n— l)^ (n  — 2).
and T (n — 1,2) = n (n— 1)2
o f X q lie  in im ( a * ) , and this cannot occur. There must therefore ben—2 fixed points I
and no cycles. The configurations which give this are shown in Fig 7 (see Appendix).
The number o f elements with these configuration is "I
Now let h(a*) = nand g(a*) = 4 , so that /(a * )  — c(a*) = n — 3. Here we 
have n— 3 fixed points and no cycles or n— 2 fixed points and one cycle. The possible 
configurations are shown in Fig 8 (see Appendix).
The total number o f elements with these configurations is
n(n— l) ( n  — 2)(n — 3) + n (n— l) (n  — 2)(n  — 3)
+ n (n— l) ( n  — 2)(n — 3)(n — 3) + n(n — l) ( n  — 2)(n — 2)/2 
= ^ n (n — l ) ( n — 2)(2n? — 7n + 4).
Note that an element a* £ P* of height r  +1 corresponds to an element a £ [k , r ]  
where r  < k < n .  ■
Theorem 1.2.7 Let a  £ JF%\[n, n] and let N{p, r, g) be the number o f elements in 
Pft\[n, n] fo r which a £ [p , r ]  and g(a) = p. Also let T(r^g) be the total number o f 
elements in P n\[n , n] fo r which g(a) -  g and h(a) = r. Then:
(a) For a lln >  1,
AT(n,n— 1,1) = n (n— 1); # ( n — l , n — 1,1) = n and T (n — 1,1) -  r?.
(b) For all n >  2,
i.31N (n ,n  — 1,2) = n(n — l) (n  — 2); N (n — l , n — 1,2) = n (n— 1) f|
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(c) (i) For ail n >  3,
N (n ,n — 1,3) = n (n— l) ( n  — 2)^; i V ( n ~ l , n —1,3) = n (n— l ) ( n — 2) 
and T (n — 1,3) = ri(n  — l) ^ ( n — 2).
(ii) For all n >  4,
N (n ,n ~  1,4) = n(%— l) ( n  — 2) ( n ~  3)(2n — 3)/2;
N (n ~  l , n -  1,4) = r j ( n -  l ) ( n -  2 ) (2 n -  5)/2 
and r ( n ~  1,4) = 7î(n — l) ( n  — 2)(2n^ — 7n + 4 )/2 .
Proof. The result (a), (b) and (c) follows from Lemma 1.2.4, 1.2.5 and 1.2.6 respec­
tively, and the configurations given in the Lemmas as well as the isomorphism. ■
Let us now look at the bottom end o f F* rather than at the top. I f  h( a*) = 1 then 
a* is necessarily idempotent. There is one fixed point 0 and there are no cycles; hence
g ia*) = (n +  1) -  1 = n and N *(n+  1 ,1 ,n) = 1. (1.2.8)
Lemma 1.2.9 Let a* E with h{ a*) = 2. Then g (a*) -  n o rn — 1.
N *(n+  l ,2 ,n )  = (2 ” -* -  1)% N *(n+  l , 2 , n -  1) = 2
■I
4!/iProof. Since 0 € im a* and is a fixed point, there cannot be any cycle, for every cycle 
contributes two elements to the image and this w ill mean/i( a*) = 3. Hence p( a*) = n 
(one fixed point 0 ) or n — 1 (two fixed points, 0 and another element). We conclude 
that N *(n+  1,2, p) = 0  except when p = n o rn —1. ■
Lemma 1.2.10 L e tn >  2, Then
r r l  '  ' . ' v ;  Ÿ' . .  ' - v '
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Proof. Suppose first that h(a*) = 2, p(a*) = n. There cannot be more than one 
component o f a*, since two acyclic or singleton components would im ply that there 
were two fixed points, and the existence of a standard or acyclic component in addition |
to the component containing the fixed point 0 would immediately give h( a*) >  3. So 
there is just one component, containing a fixed point 0 and exactly one other element 
p in im a* as shown in Fig 9 (see Appendix), The choice o f p can be made in n ways.
The remaining n — 1 elements map either to p or to 0 , but cannot all map to 0, since 
that would give h( a*) = 1. So the total number is n( 2 — 1).
Next, suppose that h(a*) = 2, g(a*) = n — 1. There are two fixed points 0 and 
p (another element different from 0 ), the remaining elements map directly to one or 
other o f them. There are n ways in  which we can choose the element p and 2 ways 
o f assigning the other elements, making 2 n ways in all. ■
Theorem 1.2.11 Let a  E Pn\[ n, n] and define N(p, r, g) and T{ r, g) as in Theorem 
1.2,7. Then:
(a) For all n >  I ,
N (0 ,0 ,n )  = 1 and T (0 ,n) = 1,
i.e. the empty transformation is expressible as a product o fn  idempotents.
(b) For all n >  2,
iV(k, l ,n )  = ^  ^ A ; = l , 2 , - - - , n - l
and r ( l , n )  = n (2 "-^ - 1).
(c) For all n >  2,
N { k , l , n -  1)
and r ( l , n - l )  = 2"-^n.
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Proof. The results (a), (b) and (c) follow  from Lemmas 1.2.8,1.2.9 and 1.2.10 respec­
tively, and by the isomorphism. ■
3. The idempotent rank
1
I f  .9 is a semigroup, we say that a subset r  o f 5  is a generating set for S, and write i
{T) -  S, i f  every element o f S is expressible as a product o f elements of T . Then we |
define
rank(S) = m in {|r| : (T) = S}. ■  f
Lemma 1.3.1 P* is a regular subsemigroup ofUn^
Proof. I f  a E define (  to be any element o f Un mapping each element o f im a 
to one o f its inverse images and in particular mapping 0 to 0 , and every element in 
Xo \  im  a to some arbitrary fixed element o f X q . Then C G P* and a^a  = a; thus P* I
is regular. ■
By [18, Proposition 2.4.5] we have
jC(p;) = n (p ; X p;) and i^(P:) = n (p ; x p ;).
I f  Of, E P^ are o f the same height, then there exists 7 E 17„ such that
im a = im 7 , ker 7 = ker /3.
Now Oa = 0 and so 0 E im a = im 7. We may have 7 ^ P *, but we now show 
that we can choose 5 E P„ with im a  = im 6, ker 6 = ker p. Let 05“  ^ = .
■ f t
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There remain r  — 1 members of X o / ker /3, and r  — 1 non-zero members o f im a. #
Arrange for 5 to map the non-zero (ker /3)-classes to the non-zero members of im a. #
Then ker 8 -  ker 0^, im a = im 8. So in  fact
J ( l^ )  = J ( [ / n ) n ( f : x f : ) .  (1.3.2) I
A typical (T-cIass o f C/„ (consisting o f elements o f height r ( l  <  r  <  n+  1)) 
has S {n+  1,r)  'R-classes (where S {n +  1, r)  is the Stirling number of the second 
kind), ) jC-classes, and each jC-class corresponds to a subset o f [7* o f cardinality à
r. Not every £-class intersects P*. In fact an r-class intersects P*  i f  and only if  its 
corresponding subset contains 0 . So there are (^” j)  jC-classes containing 0, and (” ) 
jC-classes not containing 0. (Observe as a check that
■ ( * : ' ) >
By contrast, every 72,-class intersects P *, since for a given equivalence p on Un with 
r  classes, we can choose an a  such that (Op)a = 0 and a ll other classes map in an 
arbitrary way. I f  we choose an K-class H  = (p, A) (where p is an equivalence on Un 
w ith r  classes and A a subset o f Un o f cardinality r  ) we have P n P *  = 0 i f  0 ^  A  
and |P  n  P*| = ( r -  1)1 ifO € A
For 1 <  r  <  n+ l, le t
K *(n +  l , r )  = {a  e P* : |im  ûf| <  r} . ■
Each K *(n  + l , r )  is a two-sided ideal o f P *, and from (1.3.2), we have that
K * {n + 1, r ) /K * ( n + 1, r~  1) is a principal factor o f P *, which we denote by PP*. It 
is a completely 0 -simple semigroup whose non-zero elements may be thought o f as the 
elements o f P* o f height r  precisely. The product o f two elements of PF*  is 0 when­
ever their product in P* is o f height strictly less than r. Thus the number o f non-zero 
iC-classes in PF* is and the number o f non-zero 72,-classes is «9( n+ 1, r ) .
'£I
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The next two Lemmas are from [21].
Lemma 1.3.3 [21 Lemma 1] Let x, y be non-zero elements in a completely -simple 
semigroup. Then xy ^  0 i f  and only i f  Lx Ci Ry contains an idempotent, and in this 
case xy G RxH Ly. ■
Lemma 1.3.4 [21 Lemma 2] In the principal factor PF* consider the H-class (p, A) 
determined by an equivalence p on X q and a subset A  of X q such that |Xo/p| = 
\A\ = r. Then (p,A) contains an idempotent i f  and only i f  the elements o f A form a 
transversal o f the p-classes. H
Lemma 1.3.5 For all n, and fo r all r  such that 2 <  r  <  n,
rank(F P ;) > S(n+ l , r ) .
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 1.3.3. I f  !T = { « i, ■ • •, ak}  is a generating 
set for PF*  and (  is a non-zero element of PF*  then for ^  to be a product of elements 
in T  it is necessarily that at least one element of T  be 72,-equivalent to Thus T  must 
cover the 72,-classes of PF*  and so \T\ >  S(n+ l , r ) .  ■
Note that T  must cover the £-classes of PF* also; but ) <  PC n+ 1, r) when 
r  >  2 and so this gives a weaker conclusion.
Lemma 1.3.6 Let a be an element in P* o f height r, where r  <  n — 1. Then there 
exists p, 7 in P* o f height r  + 1 such that a = /?7.
Proof. Let
_  / Ao Ai . . .  Ar—l
° ‘ ~ \ 0  bl ... 6r - l
We shall consider the two cases A q = {0 }  and Ao ^  {0 }  separately.
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ï ' - ? ;  E f f ;
_ / { 0 ,c } ai . . .  O r - I  Z
I;
I f  i4o = {0 }, then 8  -  a jX  is a fuU transformation of X  o f height r  — 1, and 
therefore expressible as a product 8  ~ 8 1 8 2  o f two fu ll transformations of X  of height 
r  by [21, Lemma 4]. Define p  and 7 by |
Then /?, 7  E FJ and each is of height r  + 1. Moreover, a -  7)7 . |
I f  Ao ^  {0 }, suppose that 00 E A  \{0  } and let o,* E A,- ( t = 1, • • •, r - 1). Since 
|{0 , oo, 01, • • •, Or~i }| = r  + 1 <  n, we may choose c in X q \{0  , oq , a i, • • •, o ^ -i}.
Define
a _ ^ "^ 0 \{®o } • • • A - i  oo \
\  0 0 1  ... C )  '
Let Z -  Xq \{0  , c , a i, • • •, Or_i}; since ao E Z, we have 0. Let
' 0 61 6y_l d
where dG X q \ {0  , 61, * • •, 6r - i }• (The element d exists since | { 0 ,61,62, • • •, 6 -^1 }| = 
r  <  n — 1.) Then it is easy to verify that 7 E are o f height r  + 1 and a -
As a consequence of this Lemma, a set of elements of height r  generates PF* i f  
and only i f  it generates K* { n+  1, r ) .
Lemma 1.3.7 Every element a in P* o f height r  is expressible as a product of idem­
potents o f height r. That is, PF* is generated by its own idempotents.
Proof. Let a  be an element in P* o f height r. Then a  is expressible as a product of 
idempotents 6 , Ù , "  ',  in P^, where each ^,(1 = 1, • • •, m) is of height greater 
than or equal to r. By the method in [8], each idempotent can be replaced by an 
idempotent in Un o f height r  (where e,- = (< if  is of height r) to give a = ei • • • 6^ .
But the method ensures that each fixed point of remains fixed by e*. Thus e E for i
aU * = 1,2 , • • • , m. ■
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Theorem 1.3.8 The semigroup K *{ n + 1, r) is o f rank <9( n + \ ,r )  f o r r  > 2 .
The proof depends on the following Lemma, which is the P* version of Lemma 
6 in [21]:
Lemma 1.3.9 Let A \ , • • • , Am (where m -  J  and r > 3 ) b e a  list o f the 0 -subsets 
o f Xq with cardinality r  (where -subset*means a subset o f Xq containing 0 ). Sup­
pose that there exist distinct equivalences tti , • • •, o f weight r  with the property that 
A i- \ , Ai are both transversals o fiti ( i -  2 ,m) and Am, A\ are both transversals
ofitx. Then each H-class (Tti,Ai) in P* contains an idempotent e, in P*, and there 
exist idempotents c,n+i, • • •, Cp (where p =  S(n+  1, r) ) in P* such that {e i , • • •, Cp} 
is a set of generators fo r K *( n + 1, r ) . ■
Proof. Notice first that the product €,_i €,• ( i  = 2, • • •, m) is an element of height r, 
since we have a configuration
c,_i +
O €,•
in which the K-class labelled o contains an idempotent. Moreover, the element e,_i e,- 
is in the position * by Lemma 1.3.3. By the same token the product emCi is of height 
r, and€piKe„i€i£ei.
Choose the idempotents €m+i, - "  , €p from PF* so that e i, • • •, €p covers all the 
72,-classes in PF*,  Then if  tj is an arbitrary idempotent in P F* there exists a unique 
» 6 { 1, • • * ) P} such that rfHei and a unique ;  G { 1, • • •, m } such that r^Cej.
C| . ..
Moreover, there is a unique A; G {1 , • • •, m}  such that €i£ejfc. I f  k = j  then rj = e,- and 
there is nothing to prove. I f  k < j  then
Ct€jfc+1 ejfc+2 • • • C;
I
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is of height r  and belongs to the same group K-class as rj. Hence for some q >  1
V -  (€i€k+l  ■ • *€ ;)^
I f  A; >  /  then
€i€jfc+l • • • €rn l^ * • ‘ €/
is of height r  and is in the same group K-class as rj. Hence again for some g > 1
V =  (€i€jfc+l • ' ' €m€l ' " € j y .
We have shown that every idempotent in PF*  can be expressed as a product of 
the p -  S(n+ l , r )  idempotents € i, • • ♦, Cp. Since PF*  is generated by its idempotents 
(Lemma 1,3.7) we conclude that PF*  is generated by the idempotents e i, • • •, Cp. Then 
by Lemma 1.3.6 it follows that {ci , • • •, Cp) = K*(  n + 1, r ) . ■
To prove that the listing of images and kernel equivalences postulated in the state- |
ment of Lemma 1.3.9 can be carried out, let n >  3 and 2 <  r  < n — 1, and consider 
the following Proposition which is the P* version of the equivalent Proposition in [21]:
Froposltionl.3.10 There is a way of listing the Q-subsets of X q of cardinality r  as 
,Am (with m = A  = {0 , 1, • • •, r  -  1}, = {0 , n -  r  + 2 , • • •, n})
J:,:.so that there exist equivalences tti , • • •, Ttm of weight r  with the property that A - i , Ai f
are transversals o/tt,- f i -  2, • • •, w ) and Am, A\ are transversals o f'n i.
A ll we have to do here is to consider {0 } as a singleton class for each tt,- {i -  
1, • • •, m) and the rest of the Tr^ -classes as in [21]. To exemplify the process, we now 
consider the following example from [21],
Let n = 5 and consider the set {1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 }  first. The list given in [21] of all 
the subsets of cardinality 2 with the equivalences is as follows:
A ; = { 1 , 2 }  7r; = 2  4/1 3 5,
' ?
- à .1. AÜÎ.;
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^2 = {1 .3 }  
^3 = { 2 ,3 }  
•^4 = {1 ,4 }  
,4', = { 2 ,4 }
<  = {3 ,4 }
<  = {1 ,5 }
<  = { 2 ,5 }
<  = { 3 ,5 }  
< 0  = {4 ,5 }
<  = 1/2 3 4 5, 
%; = 1 2 4 5/3,
<  = 1 2 /3  4 5,
<  = 1 2 3/4 5,
<  = 1 4 5 / 2  3,
<  = 1 4 /2  3 5,
<  = 1 2 4/3 5,
<  = 1 5 /2  3 4, 
<0 = 13 4 / 2 5
For the set {0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5  }, we have the 0 -subsets of cardinality 3 and the equiva­
lences as follows:
A , = { 0 , 1,2 } IT, = 0 /2  4 /1  3 5,
<  = {0 ,1 .3 } H2 = 0 / 1 / 2  3 4 5,
<  = { 0 ,2 ,3 } 7t3 = 0 /1  2 4 5/3,
<  = {0 ,1 ,4 } W4 = 0 /1  2/3 4 5,
<  = { 0 ,2 ,4 } W5 = 0/1 2 3/4 5,
= { 0 , 3 , 4 } 4t6 = 0 /1  4 5 /2  3,
<  = {0 ,1 ,5 } it7 = 0 /1  4 /2  3 5,
<  = { 0 , 2 , 5 } Its = 0 /1  2 4 /3  5,
<  = {0 ,3 ,5 } ît9 = 0/1 5/2 3 4,
-,4io = { 0 ,4 ,5 } trio = 0 /1  3 4 /2  5
Theorem 1.3.11 LetK(n , r )  = {a  S P» : |im  a| <  r } . Then the rank o f K {n , r )  is 
equal to its idempotent rank, and is S(,n+ l , r  + I ) ,  fo r 1 <  r  <  n — 1.
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Proof. In the isomorphism between P„ and P*, elements of height r  in P„ correspond 
to elements of height r  + 1 in P*. It therefore follows that the image of iT( n, r) under 
this isomorphism is K*(n+  l , r +  1), and the result follows from Theorem 1,3.8. ■
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CHAPTER TWO
NILPOTENTS IN  PARTIAL TRANSFORMATION 
SEMIGROUPS
1. The depth of the nilpotent-generated subsemigroups
An element a  of is called nilpotent if  a* = 0 for some positive integer k >  1. 
Let a  be an element in P„, and suppose that it is expressible as a product of nilpotents. 
It can be deduced from Lemma 3 in [26] and Theorem 4.2 in [12] that a  is expressible 
as a product of at least four or five nilpotents according as n is odd or even. We now 
show that for all n >  4 (odd or even) the number of nilpotents required is at least three, 
and that this number is best possible.
The following Lemma follows from Remark 3.16 and Lemma 4.1 in [12]
Lemma 2.1.1 Every element a o f height r  (r  <  n — 2) in Sin is expressible as a 
product o f two nilpotents in Sin o f the same height. M
However, elements of height n— 1 in Sin prove more difficult to handle. The key 
result in [12] is:
Theorem 2.1.2 [12 Theorem 4.2] For n >  3 let Sin be the inverse semigroup o f all 
proper subpermutations o f Xn -  {1 , - ' ,n }, and let N  be the set o f all nilpotents in 
Sin- A ( {N)) be the unique k such that
{JV) = J\/'U7V'^U-’ - U J V V ^ U J V ^ U - " U A r Jfc-1
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Then A ( {N))  = 2 or 3 according as n is odd or even.
For the more general semigroup Pn we now prove the following result:
jTheorem 2.1.3 Let SPn be the semigroup o f all strictly partial maps on the set Xn -  
{1 , • • ♦, n}, and let N  be the set o f all nilpotents in SPn- Let A ( {N)) be the unique k 
such that
(N ) = WU U --UJV*- ' .
ThenA({N))  = 3 f o r a l l n > 4 .  -,
Proof. Suppose first that a = ’ ** ^  G [A:,r], r  <  n - 2 and r  <
k < n ~  I.  Then there exists an element x G X „\dom  a  such that
a  =  / ? 7 ,
with
^  /  A l  At . . .  Ar-l A  \  /  0 2  0 3  . . .  O r  X
\  0 2  0 3  . . .  Or X /  ’ ' \b l  bt . . .  6 r - l  br
where o* G A» for all t. Clearly ^  is nilpotent in S'P„, and by Lemma 2.1.1 7 can be 
expressed as a product of two nilpotents. Thus a  is expressible as a product of three 
nilpotents.
Suppose now that a  G [r , r ]. Then it follows from Theorem 2.1.2 that a  can be 
expressed as a product of 2 or 3 nilpotents according as n is odd or even.
It now remains to show that three is best possible in all cases. It is clear from 
Theorem 2.1.2 that three is best possible when n is even. To show that three is also 
best possible when n is odd, we consider a particular element in (i\T) and show that 
it cannot be expressed as a product o f two nilpotents. Incidentally, for this particular 
element the result is true irrespective of whether n is odd or even.
Let
I t :::
^ 2  _ /  -^1 %  ••• <2ti n X 2 . . .  Xs  1 P2  . . .  J/t  z
71 . 2y—J Zy iCj . . .  3 ! j_ l a g . . .  J/j—1 Ui
I
'
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and suppose that a  is expressible as a product of two nilpotents, say
Of — Xi A 2. (2.1.4)
Then we must have Xi or X2 € [ n -  1, n~  2]. I f  Xi ^  [ n -  1, n -  2] then necessarily 
Xi G [ t i—l ,7 i~ l ] .S o  suppose first that Xi G [ n —l,? i— 1]; then the only possible 
configurations of Xi are as shown in Fig 10 (see Appendix), where
{rci, • •• ' f = {3, • ■ • ,7T- 1}.
Note that i f  it = 0 then 2X% = nor IX i = n, and since {1 ,2}cv = n we must have
71X2 = 7k Thus X2 is non-nilpotent So we w ill suppose that « >  0. But then since
Zia = z* for 1 < i < u w e  must have X2 equal to |
^  {j/l j }  Z2 ... Zy 71 X2 . • • Xg 1 J/2 ... J/t 2
\  71 Z\ ... Zy_l Zy Xl ... 3/3 — 1 3.3 y I ... î/t—1 Vt
by considering configuration (a) (which is sufficient). From this it follows that ZjX^ ^  0 
for all k, again resulting in X2 being non-nilpotent. Hence in the expression (2.1.4)
Xl i  [ n ~  1,7)- 1].
Suppose now that Xi G [n  — 1,îî — 2] then we may assume without loss of 
generality that X2 G [ 71— 2, t i— 2]. The only possible configuration of Xi is as shown 
in Fig 11 (see Appendix), where as in the earlier case
{ a: 1, • ■ •, a; a, Î/1, • . . ,  2/t, z 1, • • •, Zy} = {3 , • •., 7) -  1}.
We note here too i f  u = 0 then {1,2 }X% = 7%, and since {1,2 }a  = n we must have 
71X2 = 71, forcing X2 to be non-nilpotent. So we w ill suppose that u >  0. But then 
since z,a = z,- we must have
I
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2. The nilpotent rank
In this section we shall show that SPn has rank n+ 2, and i f  n is even its nilpotent 
rank is also n+ 2. The rank and the nilpotent rank of SPn\Wnr-i are also shown to 
be both equal to n + 2. We have also generalised the idea of a rank in line with Howie 
and McFadden [21] to the nilpotent-generated subsemigroup.
Lemma 2.2.1 SPn is a regular subsemigroup of Pn.
Proof. I f  a G SPn, define tj to be any element of P„ mapping each element of im a 
to one of its inverse image. Then G SPn and aijcx -  a; thus SPn is regular. ■
By [18, Proposition 2.4.5], we have 
C(SPn) = £(P„) n (SPn X  SPn) and H(SPn) = K(P„) m S P n X  SPn).
I f  CK, ^  G SPn are o f the same height, then there exists y G Pn such that im a = im 7 , 
ker 7  = ker We may have 7  ^  SPn, but we can choose 8  G SPn with im a = im 5, 
ker 6 = ker ^  by arranging for 5 to map (ker /3)-classes to im a. So in fact
J(SPn) = J(Pn) n(SPnX SPn) -
The subsemigroup SPn has n CT-classes, namely , Jn- 2  r " ,  Jo (where Jo 
consists of the empty map). For each r i n { l , 2 , - - , n - ~ l } ,
n-l
J r -  U [A ; , r ] .
from which it follows that ^  0 for all t .  Again we conclude that X% is not Ï
nilpotent.
The conclusion is that in all cases X2 cannot be nilpotent, and hence a  is not 
expressible as a product of two nilpotents. This completes the proof of the Theorem.*
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Lemma 2.2.2 For each d-class Jr in SPn, where r  < n —2,we have
J r C U r ^ i ) ^ .
Proof. Suppose first that a  = e [A;,r] wherer < / :  <  n—2 .
Then
A  ... Ar  a ;\ / o i  02 ...  y \
\  «1  0 2  . . .  O r  X  J  \  bx 62  . . .  b r  Z  /  '
1
a product of two elements in Jr+ i. where x,y e X „\dom  a, z e X „\im  a  with x y f
and o,' e Ai for all i.
Suppose now that a  G [n — 1,r]. We may suppose that A\ contains more than %
one element. I f  0 1 , O j  G A i, then
CK =  ••• A r \  / { o i , o i }  0 2  . . .  O r  X  \
\  01  o ' l  0 2  . . .  O r  y  \  61 b2 . . .  br y J
a product of two elements in J r + i ,  where x G X%\dom a, y G X%\im a  and o< G A,- 
for all t. ■
Lemma 2.2.3 For a l l r  < n - 2,
[ r , r ]  Ç ( [ r  + l , r  + 1])^.
Proof. Suppose that a = ^ ^  ^  [ r, r ] . Then
^  — I • Qy 3/ \  I Ol ♦ • ♦ Off y
^ • • • dy y b\ » • • bf' z
where a;, y G X«\dom a, z G X „\im  a with x ^  y.
Lemma 2.2.4 Every element a  G SPn o f height r  ( r  <  n — 2) is expressible as a 
product o f nilpotents o f the same height in SPn.
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A-X « « « \  ^ jAj ... A.f—1 Aif \  y 02 ...  Or b
O j  . . .  O r  J  y  0 2  . . .  O r  ^  \  . . .  O r —1 O r
Now suppose that a  E SPn* then
A.X . . .  A - r  { (  A I )  . . .  A - r  X  y  O )  . . .  O ra  —
3/1 • * • 3 / f  ^  d  1 • ■ • d ^  y/ ^  X \  • ♦ * 3#y
The result now follows from Lemma 2.1.1.
Before considering the next result, we would like to clarify the notion of rank in 
an inverse semigroup and in a semigroup that is not necessarily inverse. By the rank 
o f an inverse semigroup S we shall mean the cardinality of any subset A  o f minimal 
order in S such that (A U y (A ) )  = where V{A)  is the set o f inverses of elements 
in A. On the other hand, the rank of the semigroup S is simply the cardinality of any 
subset B  of minimal order in S such that (B)  = S'. I f  the subset A  (or B)  consists of 
nilpotents, the rank is called nilpotent rank. We shall sometimes want to distinguish 
between the rank of an inverse semigroup S' as an inverse semigroup and its rank as a 
semigroup.
The next result is from [13].
Theorem 2.2.5 [13 Theorem 3.3] Let B  -  B(G, {1,  ' • •, n}) be a Brandt semigroup, 
where G is a group o f rank r, (The trivial group is deemed to have rank 0.) and r  >  1. 
Then the rank o fB  (as an inverse semigroup) i s r +  n — I.  ■
Remark 2,2.6 It is remarked in the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [13] that the generating 
set
A = { ( l , p i , l ) , . . . , ( l , p r ,  l ) , ( l , e , 2 ) , ( 2 , e , 3 ) , . . . , ( n -  l ,e ,n ) }
" 1I
i
Proof. We first note that any idempotent in SPn o f height r  is expressible as a product 
of nilpotents of the same height in SPn. I f  o< 6 A< for i  = 1, • . . ,  r , and b ^  (J {A  : %
i = 1, • • •, r } , where A i, • • •, Ar are pairwise disjoint subsets of Xn, then I
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(where e is the identity of G and {g i , . . . ,  9r } is a generating set of G) of the Brandt 
semigroup P(G, {1 , . . . ,  n}) is not unique. For in the first place, the set {p i , . . . ,  pr} 
may be replaced by any generating set of G with cardinality r. Also, the elements
( l , e , 2) , . . . , ( n ~  l ,e,n)
cover n — 1 K-classes and may be replaced by other elements from these same H - 
classes, or by their inverses. In fact this is far from being the lim it o f the variability of 
A , as shown in the second part o f the proof. ■
...I
A
Proposition 2.2.7 Let B  -  B(G, {1,  • • •, n}) be a Brandt semigroup, where G is a 
finite group of rank r ( r  >  1) and n >  1. Then the rank o f B(as a semigroup) is 
r  + n — 1.
Proof. By Theorem 2.2.5 the rank of B  as an inverse semigroup is r  + n — 1. But the 
rank of B as a semigroup is potentially greater than its rank as an inverse semigroup. 
For i f  A is a generating set for B as a semigroup and |A| = 5, then certainly A together 
with its inverses generates B , and so s > r  + n — 1.
It now remains to show that we can select a generating set for B  consisting of 
r  + n — 1 elements. Let A be the set
I
1), • • • , ( l , P r - i ,  l ) , ( l , p r , 2 ) , ( 2 , e , 3 ) ,  • > * , ( n -  l ,e ,n),(n,e, 1)}
where e is the identity o f G and { p i , • * •, pr} is a generating set for G. We first show 
that ( l , p r ,  1) and ( 1, e,2) belong to (A ). First,
1) = ( l , p r , 2 ) ( 2 ,e ,3 )  • • - ( n -  l ,e,n)(n,e, 1) E (A).
Observe now that
>2) = ( l ,P r ,2 ) ( 2 ,e ,3 )  • • ( n -  l ,e ,n ) (n ,e ,  l ) ( l , p r , 2 )
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and Ê
( l ,p^ ,2)  = ( l , p j ,2 ) (2 ,c ,3 )  •. . ( n -  l ,e,n)(n,e, l ) ( l ,p^ ,2) .  |
Continuing in this way, we see that ( 1, p^ !, 2) E (A) for s = 0 ,1 ,2 ,  • • I f  t is the least 
integer for which pî = e then
( l . e , 2) = ( l , < , 2) e { < .
Now let ( i, g, j )  be an arbitrary element in B. Then
i h O j )  = (»,€,i+ 1) • • • ( n -  l , e ,n ) (n ,e , l ) ( l , p ,  l ) ( l , e , 2) • ■ • ( ; -  l , e , ; )  4
and it is clear that ( 1, p, 1) can be expressed as a product of the elements ( 1, p i, 1),
• • ( l ,p r ,  1)* Hence
(A) = B.
Since |A| = r  + n — 1 the proof is complete. ■
As remarked in [13], the principal factor PPn-i = •S'P»/( Jtv-2 U -  U Jo) is a 
Brandt semigroup, where PP»_i may be thought of in the usual way as Jn-\ U {0 } ,  
and the product in PP„^i of two elements o f J^-x is the product in SPn i f  this lies 
in Jn-x and is 0 otherwise. The Brandt semigroup P iV i has the structure B(G,  J), %
where G -  S^-x, the symmetric group on n — 1 symbols, and I  = {1 , . . . ,  n}. (See 
[24], section 11,3.)
Let A  be an irredundant set o f generators of Sin. Since Sin is generated by the 
elements in J%_i, we may choose to regard A as a subset of PPn-i • The conclusion 
(as in [13]) is that A generates Sin i f  and only i f  it generates PFn^x.
The following Proposition now follows:
Proposition 2.2,8 Let Sin be the inverse semigroup o f all strictly partial one-one 
maps on Xn, where n >  3. Then the rank ofSIn(as a semigroup) w n+ 1. ■
'A . - E C : ,  , i. ^
y  ' y  A - " T f  ^  '
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Proposition 2.2.9 Let n >  4 be even. Then the nilpotent rank o f S In ( a s  a semigroup) 
i sn+  1.
Proof. Define H i j  to consist o f all elements a  for which dom a  = X „ \ { t }  and im a  = 
X n \{ ; }. For i  -  4, ♦ • ♦, n ~  1 define a mapping E by
(  I 2 ... J—1 t+1 ... tt—1+1 n—1+2 nr-t+3 n—i+4 ... n \  i - f Ü
i t+l ... 2t~2 2 t-l ... n - \  2 1 3 J  ^  2 '
A. _ J /  1 2 ... (n/2)-l (n/2) (n/2)+2 (fl/2)+3 ... n \  ; f -  n . 1C* -  1 \(n/2)+l (n/2)+2 ... » -l 2 1 3 ... (n/2) J n 1 “  2 ^
I I  2 ... n—i tt—1+1 tt—1+2 tt—1+3 ... 1—1 1+1 ... tt \  î-f "S. tt i <. V * *+l -  »-l 2 1 3 ... 2 t-n -l 2t-tt ... 1-1 y II » ^  2
and
 ^ _ /2  3 .. . n \  ^ /1  3 4 . . .  n — 1 n
2 .. . 3 4 .. . n - l  2
. _ / l  2 4 . . .  n —2 n — 1 n \  . / 1  2 3 .. . n — 1
^ ^ ~ V 3  4 5 . . .  n - l  2 1 /  ' \ 2  1 3 .. . n - l
Then it  is easy to verify that the mapping
(j> : B  (S n ^ i ; {1 ; " "  , n}) -+ Qn-i
defined by
is an isomorphism, where Sn_i is the symmetric group on , and Q n ^ i is the prin­
cipal factor S i n / ( J n -2  U " ' U Jo).
From Proposition 2.2.7, the set
A  = { ( l , p i ,  l ) , ( l , p 2 ,2 ) , ( 2 ,e ,3 ) ,  - - - j Cn -  l ,e ,n ) , (n ,e ,  1)},
where pi = ( 1 2 3 • • • n — 1), p2 = (1 2 )  and e the identity permutation in  S n - i  
generates B ( B n -i, {1 , • • •, n }). Thus A<f) generates Q ^-i and hence S i n .  From [12] 
we borrow the notation ||o i02 • • 'On|| for the nilpotent a  w ith domain X „ \ { o „ }  and 
image X „ \ { o i }  for which a t a  -  a,+i ( i  = 1, • ••, n — 1). Then it  is easy to verify that
A4> =  {/?,Ofi, «2, ••■,««}
I
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o?» = ||t + 1 t — 1 t — 2 • • • 1 n n — 1 • • • t + 2 ij| for i -  2 , • • * ,n — 2.
 ^ = ofi, = Of2, and = o?„ are straightforward to 
verify. I f  4 <  i  <  f  — 1 we have to be
1 ... i —1 i+ 1  ... s+ 1  s + 2 s + 3  8 + 4 ... n
i  . .. 2 i - 2  2 t - l  ... n ~ l  2 1 3 ... i - 1
i + 1  ... 2 i  2 i + l  ... n - l  2 1 3 ... i
1 ... i  i  + 2 ... 8 8+1  8 + 2 8 + 3  ... n
= | | i+ 1 i  — 1 . .4 3 2 1 n n — 1 • • • i + 3 i  + 2 i|| = a,'
where 8 = n — i. I f  i  = |  then is
1 2 ... f - 1  f + 1  f  + 2 f  + 3 f  + 4 ... n
J f  + 1 ••• n —2 n —1 2 1 3 ... f  — 1
f  + 1 f  + 2 ... n - l  2 1 3 ... f
. n1 2 ... f - 1  f  f  + 2 f  + 3
1
2 tt 1 * * * 2 f f  + 2 f  + 3 f  + 4+ 2 ,•.. n — 1 2 1 3 4
f  + 3 n —1 2 1 3 4
2 & __ ... 2 2 f  -  i f  f +1 f  + 3
-  1 .. • 2 1 nn —1 ; + i i i = Off+l.
2 2 *'^  ^ ^ -*■ ^ ^ . $ # 2
f  + 2  . . . - l   3   . .. f +1
n
where t
3 ... n —1 n \  /1  2 3 ... n —1
^ ( 3 4  ... n 2 4 ’ “ “ ~ V 3  2 4 ... n
0(1 = ||2 nn — 1 • • • 3 1II, an~\ = | |nn— 2 .1 n — 1||
and
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I f  i  > f  + 1 then f is
1 ... 5 5 + 1  5 + 2 5 + 3 ... i —1 t + l  ... n
» ... n - l  2 1 3 ... 2 i - n - l  2 i - n  ... i - 1  ' °
t + l  ... n — 1 2 1 3 ... 2t  —n+1  2 i  —n + 2  ... t
1 ... 5 —1 s 5 + 1  5 + 2  ... t t + 2  ... n
= |jt' + 1 t -  1 . . .4  32  1 n n -  l . . . t  + 2 tll
where s = n — t.
Now, let
ôi = j | 1 4 6 ' * * n —2 n 3 5 - ' * n —12||, 5% = ||2 n —I n —2 n —3 - 'S ln | |  
then
û?i5i = ^  and 6 2 Ô1 ~ a».
Hence the n + 1 nilpotents
a i, • • •, a „_ i , 5 i, 62
generate S In. ■
The next two Lemmas are from [12].
Lemma 2.2.10 [12, Lemma 3.10] Let nbeodd and let a be an element in Sin o f height 
n— 1. Then a is expressible as a product o f nilpotents in Sin i f  and only i f  its completion 
â is an even permutation o f Xn. ■
Lemma 2.2.11 [12, Lemma 3.15] Every element a o f height n— 2 in Sin is expressible 
as a product o f two nilpotents o f height n — 1 w Sin. ■
Proposition 2.2.12 Let N ' be the set o f all nilpotents in Sin, where n >  5 is odd. i
Then the rank of(N ')(as a semigroup) is equal to its nilpotent rank and is n+ I. I
'iMl
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Proof. Let k -  {n+ \ ) /2 .  For t = 4, • • •, n — 1 define a mapping X,- G Hi^n by
^  1 ... i—1 i+ 1  ... tt—i+ 1  tt—i + 2  tt—i + 3  tt—i + 4  n—i + 5  ... n \  i-Ç A ^  ^  u
\ i . . . 2 i - 2  2 i - l  ... t t - 1  2  3 1 4  . . . i - 1  y  I î 4 < t < / C ,
i f  i  = k.
H i - k + 1,
Xi =
tt
t t -  2    4
/ 1  2  ... Jfc-1 Jfc+1 Jfc+2 Jfc+3 Jfc+4
\  k t + l  ... t t - 1  2  3  1 4  ... Jk-
2  ... Jfc-2 Jfc-1 Jfc Jfc+2 Jfc+3
Jfc+1 Jfc+2 ... n - l  2  3  1 4 3’
tv—i + 2  fir—f + 3  fir—i + 4  
2  3 1 4 2i - t t - l  2 i - t t  ... i - 1  )  i f  :  >  ^  +  2 ,
and
Xn = 1 2 32 3 1
n
n , A2
Xl =
Then the mapping
2 3 
1 2
n 
n — 1
1 2 4 
1 4 5
3 4 n —1 n
1 4 ... n —1 2
... n -- 2 n —1 n
n -- 1 2 3
: B ( A n -i, { 1, ' ' ; n}) —+ Qn-i \î^ » -i
defined by
^  \ i p \ j  ^
is an isomorphism, where An_i is the alternating group on X ^ - i . For if  we let
Xi = Xi U (*,n), 
then the total number of inversions in Xi is
n -l i f  i  = 1,
2n-4 i f )  = 2,
3 n -ll i f i  = 3,
i(n-i)+2 i f i > 4 .
(2.2.13)
(See for example [2] pp 60 -  61.)
To exemplify how (2.2.13) can be obtained we consider the following example:
Let
a  = 1 2 3 4 5 5 3 4 2 1
i
I
AV> = {j8, a i, • • ',  an}
where
Q { 2  3 4 ... n — 1 n
^ = ( , 3  2 5 ... n 4 "
a i = ||2 n n — 1 • • • 3 1||, a „ = ||1 3 2 4 5 • ■ • n||.
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Then, |
!the number of inversions in 5 3 4 2 1 is 4 , |
the number of inversions in 3 4 2 lis  2, 
the number of inversions in 4 2 lis  2, 
the number of inversions in 2 lis  1.
Hence the total number of inversions in a is 4 + 2 + 2  + 1 = 9. (From [2], the number 
o f inversions in ci C2 eg C4 cs say, is the number of those Ci*s that are less than ci ).
A ll the numbers given by (2.2.13) are clearly even. Thus is an even permutation 
for all i. Hence X* 6 Q^-x \% _ i and so the mapping ^  is well defined. It is easy to 
verify that ^  is a bijective homomorphism.
From Coxeter and Moser ([4], section 6.3) we find that At^_i is of rank 2 (provided 
n >  5 and is odd), being generated by
(12 ) (3  . n - l )  and (1 2  3).
From Proposition 2.2.7 the set
A = { ( l , p i , l ) , ( l , p 2, 2) , ( 2 ,e,3) , - - . , ( n -  l ,e,n), (n ,e ,  1)}
where pi = ( 1 2) ( 3 • • • n — 1), p2 = ( 1 2 3) and e the identity permutation in A^~x 
generates B ( A n -i, {1 , • • •, n }). Thus generates Q,^ _i \PPV-i and hence (N').
It is easy to verify that
and
Q?i = ||t + 1 i  — 1 ••• 1 n n ~  1 i  + 2 i|| for i = 2 , • • •, n — 1.
n1 ... k ~ 2  k k + l  k + 2 k-^3 k + 4 k + 5
k — 1 ... n — 3 n — 2 n — 1 2 3 1 4 ... A; — 2
k k + I . . . n —1 2 3 1 4
1 2 ... k — 1 k + l  k + 2 k + 3 k + A ... n
||A: A: — 2 "  ' 4 3 2 I n n — 1 ‘ “ A:+1A; — 1|| = cxk-i.
I f  i  = ^ ( =  k) we have \k^k+i  to be
1 2 ...  A; — 1 A; + 1 k + 2 k + 3 k + 4 ... n
k k + l  ... n - l  2 3 1 4 . . .  A; -  1
/  A; + 1 A; + 2 ... n —1 2 3 1 4 ... A:
\  1 2 ... A: — 2 A; — 1 k k + 2  k + 3  ... n
= | | / ;+ lA :  — l * ' * 3 2 1 n n —l--*A;-f2A;| | = ajb.
I f  i  = ^  + 1(= A: + 1) then At+At+z is
1 2 ... A: — 2 A: — 1 k k + 2 k + 3 . .. n \
A; + 1 A; + 2 ... n - l  2 3 1 4 . .. A:y °
/A; + 2 ...  n - l  2 3 1 4 5 ... Jfc+1
\  1 ...  A: — 3 k — 2 k — l  k k + l  k + 3  ... n
:||A; + 2 A; ' 2 I n n — l  "A: + 3 Jfc + 1|| = a t+ i.
40 I
I=  X i p i A i  \  A i  =  \  (%2 =  (%3 =  X 3X 4   ^ a n d a n  =   ^ a re
straightforward to verify. I f  4 < i  < ^—  1 then Xi\f+\ is I/:?■:
1 ... i  — 1 i+ 1  ... 6+ 1  6 + 2 6 + 3 6 + 4 6+ 5  ... n \
I . . .  2 , - 2  2 , - 1  ... n - l  2 3 1 4 ...  > - 1 / °  I
/ I  2 3 4 ... i  i+ 1  i+ 2  . . .  2 i 2 i+  1 ...  n - l
\  6 + 3 6 + 1  6 + 2 6 + 4 ... n 1 2 ...  i  i+ 2  ... n —i
I|i + 1 i  — 1 i  — 2 ' ' 2 1 nn — 1 • • • i  + 2 ijj = cu* 
where a = n — i. I f  i  = ^ —  1 then putting ^  = A; we have to be
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I f  i  >  ^  + 2 then is
1 ...  6 6+ 1  6 + 2 5 + 3  5 + 4 .. .  I — 1 t + l  ... n
i  . . .  n —1 2 3 1 4 ... 2 t — n ~ l 2 t — n ... t — 1
t + l  ... n — 1 2 3 1 4 ... 2 t — n+ 1  2t — n + 2  ... i
1 ... 8 —1 6 6 + 1  6 + 2 6+ 3 ... t t + 2 ... n
t + I t —It — 2 ' 4 3 2  I n n —l ''t + 2t||  = CK*
where a = n — t.
Now, let 5i = ||n 1 3 4 5 • • • n — 1 2 1|; then
Hence the n + 1 nilpotents
generate {N').
P = a\6\0in.
Theorem 2.2.14 The rank of SPn is n + 2 .
Proof. We begin by showing that every generating set G of SPn must contain at least 
n + 2  elements. The top (7-cIass is [ n — 1, n — 1], and since this consists entirely of 
one-one maps it does not generate SPn- From Lemmas 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 we have
5Pn= ( [ n - l , n -  l ] U [ n -  l , n - 2 ] ) .
It is clear that in generating the elements of [ n - l ,  n— 1] only elements of [ n - 1, n— 1] 
may be used, and by Proposition 2.2.8 at least n + 1  elements are needed to generate 
[n — l , n — 1]. Thus
|6r n [ n —l , n  — 1] | >  n + 1.
In generating the elements of [ n — 1, n — 2] at least one o f the elements must be from 
[ n — 1, n — 2]. That is
}G1 ^  (n +  1) + 1 = n+ 2 .
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To generate [ n — 1, n — 2] we now show that only one element from [ n — 1, n — 2] 
is needed. L e t a G [ n —l , n - 2 ] b e  given by
{ 0 1 , 0 2 }  0 3  . . .  0 „ _ 1  \  
i l  bi . . .  bn-i )  '
Then
where
a = 717273
= 2 a, 2/0 = la  and = a;a otherwise.
^  On i^ \  / { 1,2 } 3 ... n —1
T  ' 1 2 m - l / '  % \  3 4 .. .  n
_ / 3  4 ... n 1
\  61 63 • • • 1 &2
and 62 E X«\im  a. It is clear that 71,73 E [ n — 1, n — 1] and 72 is a fixed element 
in [ n — 1, n — 2]. This completes the proof of the Theorem. ■
Theorem 2.2.15 Let n >  4 be even. Then the nilpotent rank o f SPn is n + 2.
Proof, From Proposition 2.2.9 and the proof of Theorem 2.2.14, the n + 2 nilpotents
oin- \ , , Ô2,72
generate SP^ where a i , • • •, at^_i, 5 i , 2^ are as defined in Proposition 2.2.9 and 72 as 
in Theorem 2.2.14. ■
Let
a =  f  1  ^  ^ )
\  C l  C2  C3 . . .  Cn J
be a permutation on and define another permutation ^  on by
-T > i - . .  ■• - • •  •■
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Thus
1 2 3 ... n \    1
^ = ( c 2 Cl ;  :::
/  O l  02 03 ... 0*_1 \  / O l  02 03 . . .  0»_1
' 1  2 3 . . .  n - l  J ’ \ 2  1 3 . . .  n - 1
3 4 5 . . .  n
61 63 64 ... bn~\
1
..;i.
g
So a  is even if  and only if  /3 is odd and vice versa.
Theorem 2.2.16 Le tn>  5 be odd. Then the rank and the nilpotent rank o f SPn\Wn^\ 
are both equal to n + 2.
Proof, [n  — l,n  — l ] \ % _ i  consists of one-one maps, so it does not generate 
S 'f^ \lV n -i, as remarked in the proof of Theorem 2.2.14. From Lemmas 2.2.2 and 
2.2.11
% \ % - i  = < ( [ n -  l , n -  l] \% _ i ) U [ n -  l , n -  2]).
From Proposition 2.2.12, at least n + 1 elements are needed to generate [ n — 1, n — |
l]\P F»_ i. Moreover the n+ 1 elements may as well be all nilpotents.
As remarked in the proof of Theorem 2.2.15, to generate [ n — 1, n — 2], at least
one of the elements must be from [ n — 1, n — 2]. Thus if  G is a set of generators of É
S Pn\W r^i, then
1G| > n + 2 .
It now remains to prove that every element « 6  [ n —l , n — 2] is expressible as a 
product of nilpotents in [ n — 1, n — 1] and a fixed nilpotent frrom [ n — 1, n — 2]. So 
let a G [n — l , n — 2] be
{ 01, 02} 03 ... On_l
b\ 63 ... 6^ —1
Then a  can be expressed as 71 /06, or alternatively as 72 where
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Here /0 is a fixed nilpotent in [ n — 1, n — 2], 6 is an element in [ n — 2, n — 2] and by 
Lemma 2.2.11 is expressible as a product of two nilpotents in [ n — 1, n — 1]. By the 
argument preceding the statement of the Theorem either the completion of 71 or that 
o f 72 is even, and hence by Lemma 2.2.10 either 71 or 72 is expressible in terms of 
nilpotents in [ n — 1, n — 1]. Hence the result. ■
The following result is of independent interest. Here {e } denotes the trivial group.
Proposition 2.2.17 The rank of B { {e } , {1, • • •, n}) (as a semigroup) is n.
Proof, The set of n elements
generates B( {e}, {1, • • •, n }). For if  ( t , e,J) is an arbitrary element in B ( {e}, {1, 
n}) then
1) • • - ( n -  l ,e,n)(n,e, l ) ( l , e , 2) • • • ( ; -  l , e , / ) .
The number of B-classes in the -class Jr o f K{n , r )  is the number of image 
sets in Xn o f cardinality r, namely (”). The number of 'R-classes in the CT-class Jr of
Î
A -  { ( l , e , 2 ) , ( 2 , e , 3 ) , - - - , ( n -  l ,e ,n ) , (n ,e , l ) }
Since any generating set must cover the 7^ -classes(as well as the jC-classes) by Lemma f| 
1.3.5, and since the number of “R-classes in B ( {e}, {1 , ■ • •, n}) is n, no set of fewer 
than n elements can generate B ( {e } , {1 , • • •, n }). Hence the result follows. ■
We remark here that the rank of B ( {e}, {1, - ,#}) as an inverse semigroup is
n — 1. This follows from Theorem 2.2.5 and the fact that {e } has rank 0. CÎ
}Let f
K(n, r )  = { a  E SPn : | im a| <  r  and 2 < r < n —2}. |
By Lemmas 2.2.2 and 2.2.4, K (n , r )  is generated by the nilpotents in SPn o f height r. I
a
-  :     »
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K(n , r )  is the number of equivalence relations p on each of the subsets A  of cardinality 
k (where n — 1 >  & >  r  ) for which |A /p| = r, and this number is
Z Q s ( k , r ) ^ ± Q s ^ k , r ) - S M
-  S(n+  1, r  + 1) — BCn,r)
-  ( r +  l ) 5'(n ,r + 1).
where S(kf l )  is the Stirling number of the second kind.
K(n , r )  has r  + 1 -classes, namely J r , J r+ i , ' " j Jo  (where Jo consists of the 
empty map). For each t, 1 <  f  <  r
n - l
Jt — ^  [ A:; .
k=t
I f  we define
ra n k (iT (n ,r)) = m in {|r| : (T) = iT (n ,r)},
then we have:
Lemma 2.2.18 For all n, and fo r all r  such that 2 <  r  <  n — 2, 
ra n k(ü r(n ,r)) >  ( r  + l)B (n , r+  1).
Proof. The result follows from the fact that every generating set o f i f (  n, r) must cover 
both the ‘R-classes and the B-classes in Jr, ■
Let r  6 { l , - * - , n  — 1} and let o i , • • •, Or+i be distinct elements of The 
element
Ul 02 • ♦ • Of
02 O3 ... Oj*+l
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01,02 = o ia ,03 = 02 a,
(mapping Of to o^+i (t -  1, • • •, r)) is clearly nilpotent o f index r  + 1. Let us write it as j
||o i 02 • • * Or+i II and call it si primitive nilpotent in Sin, Then we have the following g
result from [12]:
Theorem 2.2.19 [12 Theorem 2.8] Every non-zero nilpotent a in Sin is a disjoint 
union
aa i U «2 U • • • U ajb I
o f primitive nilpotents.
Proof. Certainly dom a (doma)a = im a by [12 Lemma 2.1]. Let oi G 
dom a \ im a  and consider the sequence
The sequence terminates when we reach an Or+i = o^a such that Or+i ^  dom a.
àThere can be no repetitions in the sequence: i f  o« = o<+/ = o, <y(/ >  0) then the non- 
empty set {o», • • • ,o<+;_i} is invariant under a, which is impossible by [12 Lemma 
2.1]. Hence the sequence must terminate in the way described.
I f  r  = h(a)  then a is the primitive nilpotent ||oi 02 • • • Or+i ||. Otherwise a is a 
disjoint union I
4a = Ifoi 02 " -Or+ill U/3.
Since
Of”* = ||oi 02 • • • Or+l i r  u
for m = 1,2, • • • it follows that ft is nilpotent. But h(/3) <  h{a)  and so we may 
suppose inductively that /? is a disjoint union of primitive nilpotents. Hence we may 
express a as a i U • • • U ajb as required. ■
Theorem 2.2.20 The rank o f the semigroup K(n , r )  is equal to its nilpotent rank and 
is ( r  + l)B (n ,r 4- 1).
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The proof depends on the following Lemma:
Lemma 2.2.21 Suppose that we can arrange the subsets , • ■ •, Am (where m -  (” ) 
and n —2 > r > 2 j  ofXn o f cardinality r  in such a way that |A« f l A,_i | = r — 1 fo r 
i  = 1, • • •, m — 1 and lAmHAi j = r~  1. Then there exists nilpotents a i , • • •, ofp (where 
p = ( r  + l )S {n , r+  1) ) such that , • • •, ap} is a set of generators fo r K(n , r ) .  ■
Proof. Notice first that every element a E [A ; , r ] , r <  k <  n — 1 is expressible as a 
product of a nilpotent in its own 7^-class and an element in [ r, r ] . For
Ai\ 4^^  • • « .A-r—1 ■A.f 1 f Cl2 U3 • • • Cf X
U2 • df X J b\ 62 •. • bj
where a = ^ » o,* € Ai for all i  and x E Xn \dom  a.
In the arrangement of our subsets A i, • • *, Am we shall assume that A\ -  {n — r + 
1, n ~ r+ 2 ,  • • •, n}, A2 = {n —r, • • *, n—1} and Am = { l , n —r+ 2 ,  • • • ,n}. We shall 
also represent any two adjacent subsets Ai, Ai+\ by the two subsets {a ;i, • • •, Xr~i , y } 
and { x i , • • •, Xr- i , 2}, where z,y ^  Xi for any % and z y. Define to consist 
o f all elements a  E [r , r ] for which dom a -• Ai and im a = Af. For i  ~ 1, • • •, m 
define a mapping ( i e ffAi,A„, as follows:
Ù _ / n —r + l  n —r + 2  
 ^ \  1 n — r  + 2 ... n
Ù -  (  ^ n —r + 1  n —r + 2 ... n —1
 ^ y n —r + 2  1 n —r  + 3 ... n
and for t = 3, • • •, m i f
define
& =
X2 ... iCr-1 y
i l  2^ ... i r—1 ir
X \  3 /2  • • • 3 /^—1 Z
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Then it is easy to see that the mapping
^  : B(Sr,  { !>• '•» m }) Qr
defined by ( i, t ] , j )4>-  is an isomorphism. Here Sr is the symmetric group on
{1 , n — r  + 2 ,. • •, n}, Qr is the principal factor [ r , r ] / ( [ r —l , r  — 1 ]U - - -U [0 ,0 ] ) .  
From Proposition 2.2.7, the set
2" = {( 1. ,1), ( 1, ^ 2,2), (2, e, 3), • • •, ( m -  1, e, to) , ( w, e, 1)},
where g\ = ( l n —r  + 2 *-*n),y2 = ( 1 n —r  + 2) and e the identity permutation in 
Sr generates B( , {1, • • •, to }) . Thus T(f> generates Qr and hence [ r, r ] . I f  we now 
define
Oil = 692( 2^, oci = for i = 2 ,. • •, TO -  1
ofi = | |nn— 1 .. . n — r  + 1 n — r|| 
oii = ||y a^r-i "  "3:1 -ï|| for i  = 2 , • • •, to — 1
are all nilpotents.
^ _ / n —r +1 n — r  + 2 ... n — 1 n
\ n — r  + 2 n —r  + 3 ... n n —r + 1
which is clearly non-nilpotent. However i f  r  is odd we have
6 = aiXi ( 2 .2 .22)
where
\ i  = ||n—r n —r + 2  • • •n — 1 n — r  + 1 n — r  + 3 - - » n — 2 n||.
I
j
and
 ^ j
we obtain a generating set {/8,5, a i , • • •, am- \ }  o f [ r, r ] , where
1
I
,
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/? = Ci<2. (2.2.25)
It is clear that and PCC, 2 , that is = Am, and 2,^ = A\ 
We now define \ \ , r)i, t?2, V 'l, and as follows:
Xj = Xi U ( 1, n ),
I f  r  is even, and is of the form 4g + 2(ç >  0), then
S = aiTiiri2 (2.2.23)
where
7}\ ==j|n—r  + I n —r + 5 * ' « n —I n —r + 3 n —r + 7 » -. n — 3 n — r
n —r + 4 > * - n —2 1 | |U j | n —r  + 2 n —r + 6 -.-nj j 4
and
r?2 = | | n - r n - l n - 3 - . - n - r + 3 n - r + l | | U l | l n n - 2 n - 4  . . . n - r  + 2 ||.
I f  r  is even and of the form 4q (q>  1) then
5-ai i>\ i l )2 (2.2.24)
where
ip\ = ||n—r  + I n —r n —r + 3 n —r + 2 n - r  + 5 n —r  + 4 . .«n—I n —2 1|| 
and
^2 = | | n - r n - r + 3 n - r  + 2 n - r  + 5-  - . n - 2 n - r + l | | U | | l n | l .
Next, may or may not be nilpotent. However i f  p  is non-nilpotent, then by
Lemma 2.1.1 it is expressible as a product of two nilpotents in [ r, r ] , say
-a
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rj'i = 7]i U (n, 1), 7Î2 = î]2 U ( n - r  + l,n ) ,
= V’l LI ( n, n — 2), V’i  = ^2 U ( n, n — r  + 1),
Before we define (2, we note that from Theorem 2.2.19 (2 can be expressed as a disjoint 
union of k primitive nilpotents, say
C2 “ Ml U /i2 U • • • U/iik-
I f  k >  2, then assume
Ml = ||a;i • • -iCall and M2 = ||î/i • • • yt||
and define C2 as
37(2 = 37(2 if  X e dom (2
and
XsC2 =  î /t '  i
On the other hand i f  A; = 1 then | dom (2 U im ( 21 = r  + 1, and since r  <  n — 2 we 
have X „\(dom  (2 U im C2) to be non-empty. Then define ^2 as
(2 = (2 U (a :,n - r + 1 )  t
where x E X „\(dom  ^2 U im C2) •
Note that \ [ , 77}, , lAi » V»2 and (2 are distinct, and belong to [ r  + 1, r ] . I f  we
now replace X i, r ] i, 772, V^ i and V>2 by XJ, rj[, 772, lAi and V»2 respectively in equations 
2.2.22 - 2.2.24, then is easy to that the equations remain unaltered. Since /0, Ci > C2 are 
all one-one and of the same height, we must have
dom /0 = dom im (% = dom ( 2,
and since Xg,x ^  dom C2 = im Ci we conclude that
Cl <2 = ( 1( 2-
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Now, if  /3 is nilpotent then K (n , r )  is generated by
{/?, X'l, «1, ■. •, ap-2 }, «p_3 }
or
according to whether r  is odd, even and o f the form 4^ + 2 ( g > 0 ) o r  even and o f the 
form 4q (q >  1), and cxm,'" > «p -t (k = 2,3) are chosen arbitrarily to cover all the 
72.-classes in Jr.
I f  /5 is non-nilpotent, then K (n , r )  is generated by
{Cl, Ci > » «1 > • ■ ■ > «p-3>, {Cl, Ci » Vi, t?2 > «1, ' • • J «P-4 }
or
{Cl ) Ci J » V'i > Qfi > • • • > ofp_4 }
according to whether r  is odd, even and o f the form 4g + 2 (q > 0 )  or even and o f the 
form 4 g (q >  1), and • • •, ofp-* (k ~ 3,4) are chosen arbitrarily to cover all the 
12r-classes in Jr. ■
It remains to prove that the listing o f the subsets of Xn of cardinality r  as postulated 
in the statement of Lemma 2.2.21 can actually be carried out. Let n >  4 and 2 <  r  <  
n — 2, and consider the following Proposition:
P ( n , r) : There is a way of listing the subsets ofXn of cardinality r as A\, A2 , ”  
Am (with TO = (y), A i = {n  — r  + 1, • • ., n}, A2 = {n  ~  r, -  •, n -  1}, Am = 
{1 , n — r  + 2, • • •, n}) such that |At D A,+i | = r  — 1 fo r 1 = 1, • • •, to — 1 and 
I Am n  A ll = r  — 1.
We shall prove this by a double induction on nand r, the key step being a kind of 
Pascal’s Triangle implication.
P(n -  l , r  ~  1) andP(n -  l , r )  ==> P (n ,r ) .
I
I
II
‘I
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First, however, we anchor the induction with two Lemmas:
Lemma 2.2.26 P ( n , 2 ) holds fo r every n >  4.
Proof. Consider the following arrangement of the subsets of of cardinality 2.
Rn-2 = { n -  2 , n -  1}, { n -  2 ,n },
i
I{1 ,2 } ,  {1 ,3 } ,  . . . ,  { l , n - l } ,  { l , n }  „
{2 ,3 } ,  . . . ,  { 2 , n - l } ,  {2 ,n }  j
•  *  *  J: : I
{ n —2,71— 1}, { n —2 , 71}
{ n - l , n }  «
I f  we denote the first row by R\ , second row by B2, etc., then we note that the first 4,' i
entry inB% is 1} and the last entry is { t , n}. Thus the number of elements in Ri 
is n — t, and the total number of subsets in all the rows is
I
A
^ ( n -  0  = ^ ( n -  1) =
Hence above is a complete list o f the subsets of of cardinality 2.
Note that for any two subsets A ,, Ay in A , ( 1 =  {%}, and the intersection 
o f the last entry in Ri+\ with the first entry in R4 is { i  + 1 } .  Hence the following 
arrangement satisfies P ( n , 2 ) :
R^—1, R^—2 ) * ’ * > f^'+i > J ’ ' ' J R2 J -^ 1 ♦
That is, the list begins with all the subsets in R ^ - i, followed by the subsets in R i^r-i » 
followed by the subsets in R^-s, and so on , until R\ is reached. ■
Lemma 2.2.27 P ( n , n — 2) holds fo r every n >  4.
Proof. Note that P ( 4 ,2  ) follows from Lemma 2.2.26, So we w ill assume that n >  5.
Let R  ^be the list o f the complements of the subsets in Ri arranged in the same order 
as in j%. Let ( B j) be arranged in the reverse order. For example "
4?
 ^ -, T/:" ' -y/gA-y; \ \
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^L _2 = {1, • • • , » “  3, «}, { l , - * ‘ , n - 3 , n -  1},
( ^ 1 - 2 =  {1 ,. .  • , n -  3 , n -  1}, {1, • • • , n -  3,n}.
Let T  -  {1 ,3 } , {1 ,4 } ,  — 1} and T ' be its complement, i.e. T ' =
B j \ ( { l , 2 y  U { l , n }0 .  It is clear that for any two subsets A^, AJ. in R[ we have 
|Ag n A|.| = n — 3, and the intersection of the last subset in and the first subset in 
also contains n — 3 elements. We also have n — 3 elements in the intersection of 
the last subset in R^ with the first subset in and the same number of elements
in the intersection of the last subset in T" with the subset in R'^ ^ . We now have the 
following arrangement satisfyingP(n, n — 2) :
where A^ = {1 ,2 } '  and A '2 = {1 ,n}'. ■
Lemma 2.2.28 Let n >  6 and 3 <  r  <  n — 3. Then P (n  — l , r  — 1) and 
P (n  — 1, r )  together imply P ( n , r ) .
Proof. From the assumption P (n  — l , r )  we have a list A i, • • •, Am (where m = 
(%^)) of the subsets of with cardinality r  such that |Af f l A,+i | = r  — 1 for 
i  = 1, ' ,TO — 1, and
A i = {n  — r, • ■ • ,n — 1}, A% = {n — r  — l , . - - , n —2},
Am = { l , n —r  + l , - * - , n — 1}.
From the assumption P ( n — l , r  — 1) we have a list B i, • * • ,B j (where t = ( ^ } )  )o f  
subsets o f Xnr-\ o f cardinality r  — 1 such that |B< f l B»+i | = r  — 2 for t = 1, « • •, r  -  1, 
and
B i = {n  — r  + 1, * • •, n — 1}, B2 = {n  — r, • • •, n — 2 },
Bt = { l , n —r + 2 , - - . , n —1}.
ii 
. 'i!
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Let B{ = U {n }. Then
A i, • • •, Am,B(, • • •, J5{
is a complete list o f the subsets o f X „ of cardinality r. (Notice that t + m -  (").) Now, 
arrange the above subsets as follows:
B (, A i, Am, • • •, A2, B2, • • •,
Then it is easy to verify that this arrangement satisfies P (n ,  r ) .  Hence the induction 
is complete and we may deduce that P ( n , r )  is true for all n >  4 and all r  such that 
2 < r < n - 2 .  ■
The pattern of deduction is
P(4,2)
B(5,3 ) f ( 5 , 2 )
F(6,4)  P(6,2)
p a , 5) " ^ p a , ^  p a , 2)
^  ^  ^P(8,5) ? ( 8 , 4 f  P ( 8 , 3 f
;
I
I
I
a
- ■  ■ ■   :
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CHAPTER THREE
NILPOTENTS IN  SEMIGROUPS OF PARTIAL ONE-ONE 
ORDER-PRESERVING MAPPINGS
I f  a transformation semigroup S contains zero, then it contains nilpotents, and 
so it is natural to ask for a description of the subsemigroup o f S generated by all the 
nilpotents of S, Gomes and Howie [12], and Sullivan [26] independently initiated this 
study by considering the symmetric inverse semigroup and the semigroup of all 
partial maps on Xn respectively. In this chapter we shall consider the inverse semigroup
lOn  = {a  E In • a; <  y implies xa <  ya }
consisting o f all partial one-one order-preserving maps. We shall investigate its 
nilpotent-generated subsemigroup, and its depth and rank properties.
1. The nilpotent generated subsemigroup
By [18 Proposition 2.4.5] we have
C(IO n) = C (In) n  ( JOn X I0„) and Tl(IOn) = Tldn) D ( lOn X lOn) 
I f  we let a, /3 E 10» be of height r, and suppose that
f 02 ... Of \  iO _ I Cl C2 ... Cf”  I I.- A ; : P -b\ &2 ... bf J V d>\ (Î/2 . . .  df J
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where oi <  02 <  • * • <  Or, 6i <  62 <  • • • <  6r. ci <  C2 <  • • • <  cv, <  ^2 <  
• • • <  d f, then we have im a  = im 7, dom /0 = dom 7, where
/  C l  C2  . . .  Cr 
y b\ 62  ... bf
is clearly an element in 10%. Thus
J ( IO n )  = J d n )  n  ( I0 „  X 10%).
The semigroup JO% has n + 1 (7-classes 7o, J i , . . . ,  7% where Jf (r = 0 , . . . ,  n) 
consists of all elements of height r, that is, o f all elements a  for which
I dom of| = I im a| = r.
Each K-class consists o f only one element. Thus
2
-  (”)
and
'2n
=
The first step in our investigation is to give a characterization o f nilpotent elements.
However it is convenient at this stage to prove the more general result concerning PO%.
Lemma 3.1.1 An element a  in PO% is nilpotent i f  and only i f  fo r all x G dom a, %
xa X.
Proof, I f  Of -  0 (the empty map) the result is trivial. We may therefore suppose that 
dom Of 0. It is clear that i f  æof = æ for some x E dom of, then a  cannot be nilpotent. g|
For we w ill have
X = xa — xa^ =
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Conversely, suppose that xa ^  x for all a; € dom a. We first show that i f  
dom a* ^  0 (A; >  2) then xa^ ^  a; for all cc 6 dom a*. (Note that i f  dom a* = 0 
for some k then a  is nilpotent.) Let x E dom a* then x E dom a* for all t  such that 
1 <  t  <  A:. In particular x E dom a, and thus xa x. We therefore have xa <  x 
or xa >  X. By the order-preserving property we have xa^ <  x or xa^ >  x. Thus
xa^ ^  X.
Denote an element a  E POn by
A i A2 ... A f 
b \  62 • • ♦ b f
where r  = | im a|. Now, i f  br E dom a  then br <  X r  (the min{a; : x E A f} ) ,  and by 
the order-preserving property we must have im a f l A r = 0- Thus br ^  im , and so 
im C im a (properly). I f  br ^  dom a  then Ar g  dom a^, and since the blocks in 
dom a ^  are union of blocks in dom a, we can again conclude that im a ^  C im a .
I f  we now denote by s the cardinality of im a^, then a^ can be written as
A j A 2 •.. Ag
(4 ... %
Since a;a  ^ a: for all a; E dom a^ , repeating the same argument as above to a^ we 
obtain im a^ c  im a^. I f  this process is to continue we w ill obtain a strict descent
im a 3  im 3  im 3  • • •
and since | im a| is finite there exists m (2 <  m <  \ im a\) such that im a”* = 0, that 
is such that a ”* = 0 . ■
Let
 ^ ( 61 62 ... br
be an element in 10%, and suppose that
O' = n in z  . . 7%, (3.1.3) I
:
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is a product o f k nilpotents. Each m must be of height at least r. I f  any n,- is o f height 
greater than r  we can replace it by one of height exactly r  simply by removing the 
redundant elements. Accordingly, we may assume that in the product (3.1.5) each m 
has height precisely r. Thus dom a -  dom m . I f
Ol Û2 ... OfMl C\ C2 ... Cf
we must have c,- ^  a< for all i. Hence in expressing a  as a product of nilpotents, we 
shall first seek a set { c i , C2, . . . ,  Cf}  for which a <  c,+i and o,* ^  Ci. Such a set may or 
may not exist. For example, i f  n = 5 and dom « = {1 ,3 ,5 }  then no such set exists. 
(One can verify this by looking at all the 10 subsets of cardinality 3.)
We shall say that a  has an upper jump of length k [a lower Jump o f length k] if  
there exists an i  such that
o,+i -  di + k + 1 [bi+i = + A: + 1].
I f  oi = A; + 1 [6 i = A; + 1] and A; >  1 we shall also say that a  has an upper jump of 
length k [a lower jump o f length A;]. For example,
1 3  6 7
a  =
5 6 8
has upper jumps o f length 1 and 2 (between 1& 3, and between 3& 6 respectively), 
lower jumps of length 1, 2 and 1 (before 2, between 2& 5 and between 6& 8 respec- Ittively). We shall refer to the sum of the lengths of upper jumps of a  as the total upper Iy
jump o f a, and denote it by j * (  a ) . Likewise, the sum of lengths o f lower jumps of a  is 
the total lower jump o f a, and we denote it by ;* ( a ) . In the example above a) = 3 
and /♦ (« ) = 4. It is easy to verify that i f  a is given by (3.1.4), then
Lemma3.1.4 j*{oi) — ar — t, /* (« ) = br — t.
Theorem3.1.5 For n >  2. Let
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be an element o f Jr where r  < n . Then a is not a product o f nilpotents i f  and only i f  a. 
satisfies one or both o f the following:
(i) 01 = 1, Or = n and all upper jumps are o f length 1,
(ii) 6i = 1, 6r = nand all lower jumps are o f length 1.
Proof. Suppose that a  satisfies neither (i) nor (ii). We shall consider four cases sepa­
rately.
Case 1. 01 ^  1,6i 1. For this case we have o*, hi >  i  for all i, and so
_ /  Ol 02 ... Or \  /  1 2 ...  r
1 2 . ..  r  ) \ h  bz . . .  br
a product of two nilpotents.
Case 2. 01 = 1, 6i y  1. We must look for a set A = { c i , . . . ,  Cr} where c,- <  c,+i
fo r i = 1 , . . . ,  r  — 1 and o* ^  a  for all i. It is clear that i f  such a set exists then we have
Cf >  i  for all i, and so
^  /  Ol 02 ... Or \  /  Cl C2 ... Cr \  /  1 2 ...  r
\  Cl C2 ... Cr /  \  1 2 ... r  J \b l  br . .. br
= Ml 712713 E .
To find the required set A, consider first the case where ar f -n ,  when we may define
Cf = Of + 1 ( i = l , . . . , r ) .
In the case where Or = ?%» we have by assumption that a has at least one upper jump 
o f length greater than one. Suppose that the first upper jump of length greater than one 
occurs between o* and 0&+1. Then define
_ f  Of + 1
% Of — I i f  1 > A:. 'ÎS
Note that c/t+i = o*+i — 1 >  (o* + 3) — 1 = o/t + 2 >  cfc. Hence Cf <  Cf+i for all i  
and so 711 is a nilpotent element in 10%. i
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Case 3.01 7^  1 ,6i = 1. Here we have that a~^ is as in Case 2. So we shall choose 
the set
A =  {ci,C2,.. . ,Cr}
as in Case 2 to obtain
_1 _ /  61 62 ... 6r \  /  C l  C2  . . .  C r \  /  1 2 .. .  T
\ C i  C2  . . .  C r  /  \  1 2 ... r  J \ a \  0 2  . . .  Or
= M1M2M3,
from which a  = % a product of three nilpotents.
Case 4. 01 = 1, 61 = 1. We choose two sets A -  { c i , C2, . . . ,  Cr} and B  =
{ d i , ^ 2, . . . ,  d r} such that o* ^  c* and 6,- ^  d,- for all i. I f  r  >  1 we also have Cf <  c,+i
and di <  d,+i for all i  G {1 , . . . ,  r  — 1}. Then
where
a = ni 712 713 M4 ,
Ol O2 ... Or 
C .  C2 . . .  C ^
Cl C2 ... Cr
1 2 . . . r
di d2 ... dr
61 62 br
1 2 ... r
dz ... 4
The details are similar to those o f Case 2.
Conversely, suppose that a  satisfies condition (i) and that a  is expressible as a 
product
a  = 7%i 7% "  ' M&
of k nilpotents with (01 02 ... OrCl c% •  *  •
We first show by induction that c* >  o» + 1 for all i. The result is clearly true for i  = 1. 
So suppose that it is true for i  <  k and that Ck+i <  ot+i — 1. Then since all the upper 
jumps of a  are o f length 1, we have 0&+1 <  o* + 2 . Thus
Cjfc+l <  Ojfc+l — 1 <  Ojfc + 1 <  Cjfe.
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This is impossible, so c,- >  Of + 1 fo r a ll i. In  particular we have Cr >  Or + 1 = M+ 1, 
and so Cr does not exist. Hence a  is not a product o f nilpotents.
A  sim ilar argument holds i f  a  satisfies (ii). ■
C oro lla ry 3.1.6 Let a  be as in Theorem 3.1.5. Then a is a product o f nilpotents i f  and 
only i f  it satisfies any o f the following:
(i) Ol ^  1 , 6 i ^  1 ;
( ii)  Ol = 1 , 6i ^  1 and Or ^  n;
( iii)  Ol = 1 , 6i 1 and Or = n with a. having at least one upper jump of length 
greater than 1;
(iv ) Ol ^  1 , 6i = 1 and hr ^  n;
(v) Ol ^  1 , fei = 1 and hr -  nwith a  having at least one lower jump o f length greater
than 1;
(v i) 01 = 1 ,6 1  = 1 and Or ^  n,br ^  n;
(v ii) 01 = 1 ,6 1  = 1 and Oy = n,br ^  nwith a having at least one upper jump o f length
greater than 1;
(v iii) 01 = 1 ,6 1  = 1 and Oy ^  n , b r -  nwith a having at least one lower jump o f length 
greater than 1;
(ix) 01 = 1,61 = 1 and o  ^= M, = nwith a having an upper jump and a lower jump
o f length greater than 1. ■
I f  a  satisfies condition { j )  { j  = i , . . . ,  ix ) we shall say that a is o f type { j ) .
Theorem 3.1.7 The set {«  E I0 „  : | im  a | <  r }  is contained in (N) i f  and only i f  
r  <  n/ 2 .
Proof. Let a  be as in  Theorem 3.1.5 w ith | im  a| = r. Suppose that a  is not in  {N}. 
Then by Theorem 3.1.7 we have either
(i) 01 = 1 ; Of = 71, and a ll upper jumps o f a  are o f length 1 ; or
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(ii) 6i = 1, 6r = n, and all lower jumps of a  are of length 1.
It w ill be sufficient to consider the case (i). Here we have J*(a) <  r  — 1 and
from which it follows that
2. The depth of the nilpotent-generated subsemigroup
Let a be as in Theorem 3.1.5 and suppose that it is expressible as a product of 
nilpotents. By the proof of Theorem 3.1.5 we can express a as a product of at most four 
nilpotents, with elements having 01 = l ,6 i  = 1 expressible as a product o f exactly four 
nilpotents. We now show that even such elements can be expressed as a product of two
j * (  a )  =  n —r.
This gives a contradiction i f  and only i f  r  <  n/2 . Thus i f  a ^  (JV"), then | im cv| > 
n/2 + 1. So i f  r  <  n /2 , then | im a| <  r  implies a  E {N).
To complete the proof o f the theorem, we now show that if  r  >  n /2 , then there 
exists a E lOn such that a  ^  (N),
Consider the element a  for which | im a| = r  >  n/2 + 1 and X „ \  dom a  =
Xn \ im  a = { 2 ,4 ; . . .  , 2 g}, where g = n — r. Then dom a = im a, and since r  > 
n/2 + 1 we have
2g = 2(n — r) < 2 n —(n +2 )  = n — 2.
From which we can conclude that n E dom a = im a, and thus = 6r = n. It is clear J
that Ol = 6i = 1 and that all upper and lower jumps of a are o f length 1. Hence a S
satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.1.5. So a is not a product o f nilpotents. ■
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I
or three nilpotents. In other words the depth of the nilpotent-generated subsemigroup 
of lOn  is at most three.
Proposition 3.2.1 Let a  be as in Theorem 3.15, with a\ = 1, 6i = 1. Then a is 
expressible as a product o f two or three nilpotents.
Proof. By Corollary 3.1.6, a  is of type (vi), (vii), (v iii) or (ix). I f  a  is of (vi), define 
Cf = max{ot,5f} + 1 ( i = l , . . . , r ) .
Then a  <  C f + i  for all i  with Cr < n  and Cf o f , 6 f .  Thus
0^1 ^2 ♦ ♦ ♦ Off ^ f C2 * 'a  ==
C l  C2 Cr
• • Cf
6% 62 * ♦ * bf
a product o f two nilpotents.
I f  a is o f type (vii), then suppose that the first upper jump of length greater than 1 
occurs between a* and ajt+i. Define
, ^  r Of + 1 i f  1
' '  t o i - l  i f i
! < : < & ,  
>  k.
and
d i = max{cf,6f} + 1.
Note that Ck+i = — 1 >  a* + 3 — 1 > ak + i  = Ck and thus Cf <  Cf+i for
all I = 1 ,. . . ,  r  — 1 with Cr = n — 1. Also max{cf, 6»} <  max{cf+i, 6f+i}, and so
di <  di+i for all i  = 1 , . . . ,  r  — 1, with dr = n. It is clear that of ^  Cf, Cf ^  df, df ^  6*
for all i  and thus
^  I Ol O2 ... Or j 4 Cl C2 ... Cr \  4 d\ d^ ... dr\ Cl C2 .. Cr / \ dl d2 .. dr J \ b i  62 .. 6r / ’
a product of three nilpotents.
I f  a  is o f type (v iii), then a~^ is of type (vii) and thus a is a product of three 
nilpotents.
I
%
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I f  a is o f type (ix), let t i = o,- — i, Si -  6* — i  and suppose that a  has its first upper 
jump of length greater than one between o* and ojfc+i, and its first lower jump of length 
greater than one between bi and bi+i, We shall consider three cases separately, namely
ik -  Sh tk <  Si and f t  >  si.
Casel. tfe = si. Without loss of generality we w ill suppose that k <  L We then 
define
= { ■
. m ax{oi,6f} +1  i f  1 <  i  <  /?, 
* ^ - ' + t k + l  i f  i > k .
Observe that ot+y >  ak + j  + 2 and that ct+y = ot + ;  + 1 for y = 1,. . . ,  r  — A?, 
that bi <  i  + si + I -  Ci for A: + 1 <  i <  I, that bi+j >  bi + J + 2 and that Cf+y = 
( A + y ) + Si + 1. It therefore follows that c* ai, bi for all i. Also, i f  max {o t , 6jt}  -  o t, 
then Cjb+i = o t + 2 > o t + l  = max{ot, 6t} + 1 = ct, and i f  max{ot, bk} = 6jt, then 
Cfc+i >  6jfc+i + 1 >  6t + 1 = max{ot, 6t} + 1 = c*. In conclusion we have c* <  c,+i 
for all i  = 2 , . . . ,  r  — 1 and
(Ol • df j j Cl C2 • * • Cf IC l  C2 . . .  C r  /  \  6 l  &2 . . .  6 r  /
a product o f two nilpotents.
Case2. tk <  si. Define
_ i  + t i + 1 i f  1 <  7 <  Ac,
 ^ i  + ffc + 1 i f  7 >  Ac,
and
, _ f  max{cf,6f}+ 1 i f  1 <  Î <  A, 
i f * >  A.
Note that bi+j > 6 i + y + 2 — Si + A + y + 2 >f jb  + A + y + 2 = cf+y + 1. Thus 
di+j -  bi+j — 1 >  ci+j for y = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  r  — A and so cA,- ^  a  for all i. It is clear that 
di ^  bi for all i. Now,
di+i = 6/+1 — l > 6i + 2 > 6i + l  = max{ci, 6^ } + 1 = di
:
I
' .-'..y-y
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(since c i~  l+ tk+1 < l + s i -  bi). We therefore have d,- <  d,+i fort = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  r  — 1. 
Also since o,- = i + f,- for all i, we have o,- <  c< for 1 <  i  <  Ac, that ajk+y >  o* + y + 2
and that Ck+j = a/k + y + 1. Thus Oi ^  c< for all i. It is clear from the definition of a
that a <  Cf+i for all i. Hence
(Uj 02 • • • Or I I C\ C2 ♦ • • Cr '\ | d% d2 • » • drCl C2 • * • Cr y dl d/2 » » • dr y 6l &2 • • • 6r
a product of three nilpotents.
Case3. tk >  si. Here falls into Case 2 and so is expressible as a product of 
three nilpotents. Hence a  is also expressible as a product of three nilpotent elements. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. ■
Lemma 3.2.2 For n >  4, the element
1 2 3 ... n — 3 n
1 2 3 .. .  n — 3 n — 1
cannot he expressed as a product o f fewer than three nilpotents.
Proof. The only image set for which
1 2 . .. n —3 n
Cl C2 • • ♦ C%—3 C%_2
is nilpotent is the set { 2 , . . . ,  n — 2, n — 1}, and the only domain for which
dl d2 *. • d%_3 d%_2
1 2 ... n — 3 71 — 1
is nilpotent are the sets { 2 , . . . ,  n—2 , 7i}, { 2 ,4 ,5 , . . . ,  t i —  1 , t i }  and {3 , . . . ,  t i —  1 , T i } .  
Since neither of the domains is equal to the image set { 2 2 ,  7i— 1}, it follows 
that a  cannot be expressed as a product of two nilpotents. ■
The following Theorem now follows from Proposition 3.2.1 and Lemma 3.2.2:
a
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Theorem 3.2.3 Let N  be the set o f all nilpotents in JO„, (N ) the subsemigroup of 
lOn generated by the nilpotent elements, and A ( {N)) the unique k fo r which
(N ) = JVUJV^ U---UJV*, (JV) 7^  JVU 
ThenA(,{N)) = 3 f o r a l l n > 4 .  ■
3. The nilpotent rank
For a subset A  o f an inverse semigroup S, the inverse subsemigroup (A) generated 
by A  is the smallest inverse subsemigroup of S containing A. It consists of all finite 
products o f elements o f A  and their inverses. By the rank of S we shall mean the 
cardinality of any subset A  o f minimal order in S such that {A) -  S. The cardinality of 
the smallest subset A consisting o f nilpotents for which (A) = B is called the nilpotent 
rank o f B. In this section we show that if  r  <  n/2 then the rank and the nilpotent rank 
of
L(n , r )  = {«  E 10% : |im  a| <  r }
are both equal to
'n 1.r /
I f  n/2 < r < n —2 then the rank and the nilpotent rank of
M (n , r )  = {or E 10% : | im a| <  r  and a  E (N ) }
are both equal to
n \
T j  \ n —r
Proposition 3.3.1 For n >  4 and r  <n -~  3, each a  E (N ) f l Jr can be written as a
?product o f elements in {N ) f l Jr+i • I
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Proof. I f  a  is of type (i), then let c = max {a; : x E X „\do m  a } and d = max {a; :
X 6 X „ \ i m  a }. Suppose also that c is between o» and 0|+ i, and d is between bj and |
bj+i. We then distinguish three cases.
Casel. i  -  J, Let
O l  Q>2 . . .  G j  C G * + l  . . .  Chf
1 2 ... i  i+ 1  1 + 3 ... 9" + 2
8 — 1 2 6i 62
Then a = /56.
Case2. i  <  y. Let
/3 = Ol ... Oj c1 ...  i  i  + :
1 ... i  % + 2
61 ... 6,'+i
Then a = /36.
Case3. i  >  ; .  Let
Qf\ » • • O; 0;+l
1 ... ; ; +  2
1 ... ; ;  + l
b\ ... d
i  1 + 2  
6* d
1 +  3 
&»+!
... r  + 2 >  
... )I-
Oj+l ... 
1 +  2  . . .
G;
y +1
Gy+l ...
y +  3
(X^
r  + 2
... y + 1
... bj
y +  2
d
y +  3
Ôy+i ...
r  + 2
6r
... Gj 
. . .  1 + 1
c
1 +  2
Uj+l ...
1 + 3  . . .
Qif
r  + 2
y + 2 . . .
6^ +1 ...
1+ 1 
hi
1 +  3 . . .
^t+i • • •
r + 2
Then a = ^5.
Note that r  + 2 <  nby assumption; hence (3 is of type (iv) and 6 is of type (ii) in 
all cases.
I f  a is of type (ii), then let c = min{a; : x G X\dom  a }  and d ~ max{a; : a; G d
X \im  a }. I f  we distinguish the three cases i  = j , i  <  j  and i  >  J, with /? and 5 as î
above, then a  = /?6, where /3 is now of type (vi) and 8 is o f type (ii).
I f  a  is of type (iii), choose c in such a way that the property of having at least 
one upper jump o f length greater than 1 is maintained. (Notice that, since r  <  n — 3 J
)
_ii: : ■ -f-'' ^  ' ' J- »-*'■ '_...... v- ' » --_-_yc .Clf . S ■ -k,*-.' s.v‘- • J
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, a  must have at least one jump of length 3 or two jumps of length 2 each.) Let d -  
max{a; : x G X \im  a }. Distinguishing the three cases i  = j ^ i  <  j  and i >  j ,  with ^  
and 8 as above, we have a -  ^8 where /? is o f type (vii) and 8 is of type (ii).
I f  a  is of type (iv), a~^ is of type (ii) and so the result follows.
I f  a  is of type (v), a~^ is of type (iii) and so the result follows also.
I f  a  is o f type (vi), let c = min{a; : x G X \dom a} and d = min{a; : x G X \im o!} 
Distinguishing the three cases i  =  y,  i  <  j  and i  >  y,  with /? , Ô as above, we have 
a. = where is now of type (vi) and 8 is of type (vi) also.
I f  a is o f type (vii), choose c in such a way that the property of having at least one 
upper jump of length greater than 1 is maintained, and d = min{ic : x G X \im  a}. 
Again distinguishing the three cases i  =  y,  i  <  j  and i  >  y,  with /3 , 6 as above, we 
have O' = ^8, where /3 is of type (vii) and 8 is of type (vi).
I f  a  is o f type (viii), is of type (vii) and the result follows.
I f  a  is of type (ix), choose c and d in such a way that the property of having at 
least one upper jump o f length greater than 1, and that of having one lower jump of 
length greater than 1 are maintained. Distinguishing the three cases i  = y, i <  y and 
i  >  y ,  with /? , 5 as above, we have a  =  /35, where /3 is now of type (vii) and 5 is of 
type (viii). ■
Proposition 3.3.2 Let o; = ^  J . Then
{N  n  Jn-i ) = {o; G lOn : Oj+i = Of + 1, bi+i -  bi+ I fo r all i} .
Proof. Let
A  = ^  ••• “ ' ^ e i ' O n : o i + i = o i + l , 4 i + i  = 6 i + l f o r a ] l i } U 0 .
Then A  is a subsemigroup of JO». For if
Ol 02 ... Oy \ and C2 ...
&i b*2t . . .  by J V d\ d/2t * ♦. d^
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if-fl­
are any two elements in A, then
O l  0 2  •  ♦ ♦ O f  \  f  C l  C 2  ♦ ♦ ♦ C g  \  ^  O j  O j + 1  . . .  O j + ÿ  \
b\ b'2, . . .  by J  d i  d<2 . . .  dg J dj dy+i  . . .  dj+f J
which is an element in A, where 1 <  i <  r, 1 <  y <  s and 0 < t  <  m in {r — 1, s — 1}. 
By Theorem 3.1.5, the only elements in (AT) fi Jn-i are the following:
1 2 ...  n — 1V , T} Tjrj \  and rj \ .2 3 ...  n
It is clear that all these elements are in A, Thus
(N n J r ^ i j c  A,
since A is a subsemigroup.
Now, if  r, 5 G {1 ,2 , . . . ,  n}, then
( n ~ 'y  =
1 2
r  + 1 r+ 2
r  + 1 r  + 2
n — r  
n
n
n —r = (7?1
r \ - l
and 1 2
r  — s + 1  r  — s + 2 
g — r  + 1  s — r  + 2 
1 2
1 2 ... n — r
1 2 ... n — r
n ~  r  
n — s 
n — r  
n — s
i f  5 <  r, 
i f  5 >  r, 
i f  s = r.
We now show that A Ç (N (1 Jn-i ). For this purpose we express an element a in A 
as follows:
1+1 1 + 2 ... 1 + /c
y +1  y  +  2 . . .  j  + h
where 0 <  i , j  <  n-~ 1 and A: = | im a\. Then
a
a i+ 1  i  + 2 ... i  + k \  /  1 2 ... k1 2 ... k y \ ^ y + l  j! + 2 . ..  y + A:
1. ■ I , -r .
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Note that rank (A ) = nilrank ( A) = 1, since A -  ( 97) .
Let
L(n ,r )  = {oj G 10» : h ( a )  <  r }
and
Pr = L{n^r) I  L {n , r  — 1).
Py may be thought o f in the usual way as U {0 } ,  where the product in Py of two 
elements of Jy is the product in L (n , r )  i f  this lies in Jy and is 0 otherwise. It has 
(” ) 72.“Classes corresponding to the (") possible domains of cardinality r, and (” ) C- 
classes corresponding to the (” ) possible images. It is a Brandt semigroup isomorphic 
to B(  {e}, (y)}), where {e } is a group consisting of the identity element only.
By Theorem 2.2.5 it has rank equal to (” ) — 1 (since the group {e } has rank 0).
Theorem3.3.3 Fo r r  <  n/2 a n d n > 3 ,
rank (L (9 i,r)) = nilrank (L (9 i,r)) -  — 1.
Proof. A ll that is required is to select a generating set of L(9i, r) consisting of (” ) — 
1 nilpotents. Let A i, A 2, . . . ,  Am (with m = (")) be a list o f the subsets of X» = 
{1 ,2 , . . . ,  n} o f cardinality r. Let a{ j  be the single element in the K-class HA(,Af 
whose domain is A,- and image is Ay. Arrange to have A i, A2,.. •, A* (with k -  ) )
to be the subsets o f cardinality r  containing 1. In particular let A i -  { 1 ,2 , . . . ,  r } .  Let 
Ak+i = { 2 , 3 , . . . , r  + 1}. Then it is clear that the elements
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are all nilpotents. By Remark 2.2.5, the elements
} O f fc + 2 ,1  J • •  • > ^ m , l  > ^k+lf2 1 0 ! ^ + l , 3  > • • • > ^k+ l,k
generate Py, But
Oik+l,2t-^ - ,Oik+\,k
may not necessarily be all nilpotents. However, i f  we suppose that
_ / 2  3 4 ... r + l \  , .  g q , X...  hr )  2,3,
then i f  by ^  n wo have
afc+i,t = ak+i,iajl/3i,
where
and
with y in {A; + 1, A; + 2 , . . . ,  m}, ï f b y  = n then ajb+i must have a lower jump of length 
greater than 1. I f  this jump occurs between b i  and b i + i ,  then
O i k + l , i  =  Û J j f e + l ^ l C K p j A - ,
where
and
J
-i
& 2  ^ 3  . . .  b y  T t
 ^ 1 2 ... r  -  1 r
yg _ _  f & 2  ^ 3  ♦ • * b y  T i
1 62 ... 6r_l brV f
_  6 2  . . .  b i  b i +  1 b i  +  2 b i + i  . . .  b y - i  \  "ï
1 ...  J -  1 I 1 + 1  1 + 2  ... r
«  _  /  6 2  6 3  . . .  h  bi+ I  bi + 2 bi+i . . .
\  1 & 2  . . .  bi—\ b[ bi+2, •.. by
with p in {A; + l , A : + 2 , . . . ,  m }. Note that for each i  -  2 , . . . ,  A;, the element /?,• is
nilpotent and is distinct from all o f the nilpotents ak+i,i, . ., Oim,\. Thus the (”) — 1
nilpotents
Oik+l ,1 ) •.. ) J /?2 ) • •. ) ^ k
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generate Py and hence Lin, r).
Lemma 3.3.4 Let s, k be two positive integers with s <  k/2.  Then the number of 
ways o f choosing s numbers from { \ , 2 , , . ,  ,k }  so that no two consecutive numbers 
are chosen is
k — s + I
s
Proof. Let us represent a given choice of numbers by a sequence of length A; of 0 ’s 
and 1 ’s in which 1 occurs precisely s times, with 0 indicating that a number is not 
chosen and 1 indicating that it is. The condition that consecutive numbers not be chosen 
translates to a ban on consecutive 1 *s. We place the Ai — s 0 ’s firs t Then the s 1 ’s can 
be placed into the A: — s — 1 places between 0 ’s or at the end or beginning, making 
k — s+ 1  possible locations in all. There are ways to select s places to receive
1 ’s, and so there are different sequences in which no two 1 ’s are consecutive.
Hence the proof. ■
Let n/2 <  r  <  n —2 and let
A \  , A 2  > ♦ • • ) A s , A s + \ , .  • • J A g + f, Aa-f.^+1 , 4 . .  J A j^-t+u} A jj+ f+ u + i, . . .  ; A m
be a list of the subsets of X% = {1 ,2 ,  • • •, n} of cardinality r, where
(r)
g = the number o f 1 -subsets not containing n, 
t  = the number o f 1 -subsets containing n with at least 
two consecutive numbers missing, 
li = the number o f subsets not containing 1.
The number of subsets containing 1 and n with no two consecutive numbers missing 
is
m — (g + t + u ) .
; ‘ v    .J...... _........V ..........     i.x .'Î
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'  b \  6 2  • • • b y
belongs to M(n,  r) i f  and only if  neither of { a i , 02, . . . ,  Or}» , 62, •.., by} is full. 
So
T J \ n ~  r  / J
Consider the complements, which are subsets of {2 , • • •, n — 1} o f cardinality n —r  |
and containing no two consecutive numbers. By Lemma 3.3.4 this number is
(n — 2) — ( n — r) + l \  _ / r  — I 
n —r J \ n —r
From Theorem 3.1.5, the subsets As+t+o+i, . . . ,  Am characterise those 7^-classes 
and £-classes in Jy that do not contain nilpotents or elements that are expressible as 
products of nilpotents. On the other hand, the subsets A i , . . . ,  Aa+t+u characterise all 
the 73,-classes and -classes in Jy containing nilpotents or elements that are expressible 
as products o f nilpotents.
Let
M (n , r )  = { a  G JO« : |im o i \ < r  and a G (# ) } .
We have , for r  <  n /2 ,
M {n , r )  = L{n,r ).
Call B Sifull subset o f X „ = { 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n} if  1 G B, n G B  and B  has no ‘gap’ of size 
more than 1, in the sense that no two consecutive numbers in {2 , . . . ,  n — 1} belong to
A subset B  o f cardinality r  is fu ll i f  and only i f  its complement B ' is a subset of 
{ 2 , . . . ,  n — 1} of cardinality n —r  containing no two consecutive numbers. So the 
number of fu ll subsets o f Xn is equal to
/(n  — 2) — (n  — r) + l \  _ / r —1 
\  n —r  J \n  — r
An element
Of\ 0^2 • • * Qt'
'n \  / r  — l \ i 2 Ii
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f  2 3 . ..  r + l \  ,. ^ .X
6, . . .  br )  = ^ ........ " +
then 0!s+t+iy = Ag+t+i.icKy,! A  where ;  G {s + t+  l,s  + t  + 2, - - - , g + t + n }  and /3j is 
as in Theorem 3.3.3. ■
with Î
^ ^ = O i f r <  n/2. n — r  J
Let Wr be the inverse subsemigroup o f Py generated by the nilpotents. Then for 
r  <  n — 2,
= M ( n, r) /M ( n, r  — 1).
It is a Brandt semigroup isomorphic to B ( {e } , {1 ,2 , . . . , ( } )  where
\ r j  \ n ~ r
By Theorem 2.2.5 its rank is Z — 1.
Theorem 3.3.5 For n/2 <  r  <  n — 1
rank (M (n ,r)) = nilrank (M (n , r ) )  = — 1.
Proof. Let A\  = {1 ,2 , . . . ,  r }  and A^+t+i = {2 ,3 , . . . ,  r  + 1}. As in Theorem 3.3.3, 
the elements |
^ a + t + l  ,1 ) • ♦ .  » ^ a + t + u , l  > ^ 3 + t + l  ,2 } * • • ) Ofa+t+1 ,a+t
generate Wy. But
Ois+t+1,2 , O ia+t+ l,s+ t
may not necessarily be all nilpotents. However i f  we suppose that
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CHAPTER FOUR
In the last chapter we considered the semigroup 70» of all partial one-one order- 
preserving maps on the set X% = {1 , . . . ,  n}. In this chapter we shall consider the 
larger semigroup POn o f all partial order-preserving transformations on the set X „ = 
{1 , . . . ,  n}. We shall investigate its nilpotent-generated subsemigroup, and its depth 
and rank properties. We shall also characterise the nilpotent-generated subsemigroup 
for POw, the semigroup of all partial order-preserving transformations o f the infinite 
setX = {1 ,2 , . . . } ,
1. The nilpotent-generated subsemigroup
Recall the following result from Chapter 3.
Lemma 4.1.1 An element a  in POn is nilpotent i f  and only i f  fo r all a; G im afidom a, 
xoi f-x .  ■
We w ill denote an element a  in POn by
A I  A 2 . . . Ay 
r^  ‘ 61 62  . . .  6
where for each a,• G Ai, o* <  a,+i (i = 1,. . . ,  r) and 61 <  62 <  • ■ • <  èr. Let 
X i ~  m in{z : x  G and p i = max {a; : x  G A |}. For i  =  1,. . . ,  r, let {a; G
NILPOTENTS IN  SEMIGROUPS OF PARTIAL Ï
ORDER-PRESERVING TRANSFORMATIONS
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Xn : Xi <  X < Pi}, and for J = 1,. . .,  r  -  1, Ti = {x  6 Xn : Pi < x <  Xi+\}. Let 
To = {iT G X „ : a; <  I I }  and Tr -  {x G Xn : x >  i/r}.
Theorem 4.1.2 An element a in POn is not a product o f nilpotents i f  and only i f  a 
satisfies one or both o f the following:
(i) I e A \, n e  Ay and fo r all i  A i -  Si and |Ti| <  1,
(ii) b\ = I ,by -  n and all lower jumps of a are o f length 1.
Proof, Suppose that a  does not satisfy condition (i) and (ii). We distinguish four cases. 
Case 1. 1 ^  A\,b\ ^  1. Here
A\ A i  ... Ay \  {  \  2 ... r
' 1  2 ... r  )  \  b\ &2 • • • by
a product of two nilpotents.
Case2. 1 e A\,b\ ^  1.
(a) i f  n ^  Ar, then
O' = nm2%
a product o f three nilpotents, where
/  A l . ..  A r-\ Ar
\ n — r  + 1 . ..  n — 1 n
/ n —r + 1  ... n —1 n \  . /  1 ... r  — 1 r
V 1 . . .  r - l  r )  ... 6._: 6,
(b) n G Ar and A* f  Si for some i. Then there exists c G S i\A i such that 
Xi <  c <  Pi and
a  = niT^ns,
where
ni Al ... A,_2 A,*_i Ai A,+i A,+2 • • • Ay
X 2  • • • 3 î j _ l  X i C P i  J / i + l  • • ♦ P r—1
__ 1 2  . . .  X i  C P i  . . .  p y ^ l
^  ' 1 ...  i - 1  i i + 1  . . .  T
where
-  ' £
»2  =  1
A i _ i  Ai A j + i A , +2 . .  . A r
Vi c d y i+1 J/r—1
Vi c d y i+1 . . . î /r—1i - 1  i i+  1 i+ 2 r
and
% 1 ... i — 1 i  i+ 1  ... rb\ ... bf—i bi ^t+i ... by
Case 3. 1 ^  A l, 6i = 1.
(a) by ru Define
^  _  A l  A 2  . . .  A r  \  /  1 2 ... r  \  /  C l  C2  . . .  C r
1 2 ... r  y y Cl C2 ... Cr J \  b\ 62 ...  by
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and
1 ... i —1 i  i+ 1  ... r \  Ï?
fei ... bi—1 bi 6j+i ... by
(c) n G Ar and |r,| >  2 for some i. Then there exists c, d G T*» with c < d, and
a -  niM2?%,
^ /  Al A2 Ay \  f  I  2 . . .  r \ f c \  C2 . . .  Cr  ^ J
then
1 2  . . .  r  y  y  Cl C2 . . .  Cy J \b i  62  . . .  by
Ia product of three nilpotents.
(b) by = rk Then a  must have at least one lower jump o f length greater than 1. |
We may suppose that the first lower jump of length greater than 1 occurs between bk ^
and 6jk+i. Define
_ f  6j- + 1 if  i  <  k,
l i < - l  i î i > k .
Note that Ck+i = 6t+i — 1 >  ( 6* + 3) — 1 = + 2 >  c*. Hence Ci <  c,+i for all i, and
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' 6 , - 1  i î i > k .
Cl C2 • • • Cy J b\ 62 ♦ • ♦ by
a product of two nilpotents.
(b) n ^  Ar, 6r == a  Then a  must have at least one lower jump of length greater 
than 1. We may suppose that the first lower jump of length greater than 1 occurs be­
tween bk and 6t+i • Define
6j + 1 i f  1 < i  < k.
Then
/  A l .. .  A r \ / n —r + 1  ... n \ / c i  ... Cr
\ n — r + 1  .. .  n J \  Cl ... Cy J \b i  ... by
a product of three nilpotents.
(c) n G Ar, 6r y  n.
(i) Ai yf Si for some t. Then there exists c in S i\A i such that i» <  c <  y,-, and
O' = ni % %
a product of three nilpotents, where
(A.1 ... A j—1 A| Aj+i ... AyX2 • » * Xi C Pi ... Pr—l
Y12 — f  ^ 2 ... Xi C Pi ... J/r—1 \  ^  ^  Cl C2 ... Cy
y C% ... Cj—1 Cj Cj'-f-l ... Cr J V b\ &2 ... by
%
fia product of three nilpotents. ;i
Case 4. 1 G A i ,61 = 1.
(a) n ^  Ar, by^n.  Define |
a  = m ax{j/i,fcj} + 1
for all Î, then
__ f  A\  A 2 ... Ar \  /  Cl C2 ...  Cr
I
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and
Ci  =  <
" m a x{i/+ i, 6y} + 1 i f  1 <  y <  1 — 1,
m ax{c,6;}+ 1 ify  = i,
, max{yy_i, 6/} + 1 ify  >  t.
(ii) |Ti| >  2 for some t. Then there exists c,d G Ti with c <  d and
where
ni A lX2
«2 X2Cl
m =
A i_i A i A,+i A ,+2
Xi c d Vi+i
Xi C d t/i+1
c*_l Ci Cj+l Ci+2
... Cj—1 Cj’ Cj+1 .
» • » 6j—1 bi 6j+i .
Ar
î/r—1
P r - 1
Cr
C r
br
and
Ci  — •*
m ax{iy+ i, 6;} + 1 i f  1 <  y <  i  -  1,
m a x {c ,6 ;}+ 1 ify  = i,
max{d, bj} +1 if  y -  i + 1,
max{yy_i, 6y } + 1 if  y >  i  + 1.
(d) n G A r, 6r = Then a  has at least one lower jump o f length greater than 1.
We may assume that the first lower jump of length greater than 1 occurs between bk
and 6jt+i ♦ Define
b j+ I  if 1 <  y <  A;, 
bj -  1 ify > k.
Then
where
m =
m
A l 
12 ..
I2  * • 
1 ..
1 2 
Cl C2
a  = ni7i2n.3n4 
A j_i A j Aj+i Aj+2
Xi c d pi+i
Xi c d pi+t
i - 1  i  i+ 1  i+ 2
r
Cr
7Î4 - Cl C2 6l 62
Ar
V r - l
î / r - 1
r
. Cr 
. br
ni Cj C2 • ♦ *
We must first show by induction that c,- >  y,- for all i. The result is clearly true for i  = 1. 
So suppose that it  is true for all i  <  t  and that c&+i <  y^+i. Then since Ak+\ -  Sk+\ 
we must have c*+i <  Xk+i. Thus
V k < c k <  ck+i <  ijfc+i.
But this w ill mean |T)t| >  2, which is a contradiction. So c»- >  y* for all i. In particular 
we have Cy > Vr -  and so Cf does not exist. Hence a is not a product of nilpotents. 
Suppose that a satisfies (ii) and a  is expressible as a product
a = ni ÎÎ2 • • • Tifc
o f k nilpotents. We may then assume that
b  t .
where { c i , . . . ,  c^} = im njt_i. We w ill begin by showing inductively that c, > b { +  I 
for all i. The result is clearly true for i = 1. So suppose that it is true for all i  < A: and 
that Ck+i <  bk+i — 1. Then since all the lower jumps of a  are o f length 1, we have 
bk+i <bk + 2. Thus
< 6*4-1 — 1 <  6* + 1 <  c*.
This is impossible. So a  >  6< + 1 for all ». In particular we have C r> 6 r+ 1  = » + 1 ,  
and so Cy does not exist. Hence a is not a product of nilpotents. ■
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c G Si\Ai and d = y* if  Ai ^  Si for some », or d G Ti i f  \Ti\ > 2 for some » (with 
c <  d).
Conversely, suppose that a  satisfies condition (i) and that a is expressible as a 
product
a = r»i «2 • • • n*
of k nilpotents with
A\ A% . . .  Ay
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Note that Theorem 4.1.2 is analogous to Theorem 3.1.5. To make this point clear, 
we now restate Theorem 3.1.5.
Theorem 3.1.5 For n >  2. Let
be an element o f Jy where r  <  n. Then a  is not a product of nilpotents i f  and only i f  a 
satisfies one or both o f the following:
(i) Ol = 1, Or = n and all upper jumps are o f length I,
(ii) 6] = 1, 6r = nand all lower jumps are o f length 1. ■
By analogy with Theorem 3.1.7, we have:
Theorem 4.1,3 The set
A = {a  G POn : I im a| <  r  and |X „\dom  a\ >  r }  
is contained in (N ) i f  and only i f r  <  jru
Proof, Let a G A, and suppose that r  <  jn .  Then by Theorem 4.1.2, to show that 
a G (N) we are required to prove the following:
(i) I f  1 G A l, n G Ar, then for some i  it  is the case that A* ^  Si or |r , | >  2.
(ii) I f  6i = 1, 6r = n, then a  has a lower jump of length greater than 1.
So suppose by way of contradiction that 1 e A\ ,n e Ay and that there exists no i  for 
which Ai ^  Si or | j;  | >  2. Then
r - l
Xn\domo(= I J t î ,
1=1
and
r —1
r < |X„\dom «1 = U  ITil < r -  1.
i - 1
■I
I
2. The depth of the nilpotent-generated subsemigroup
By the proof of Theorem 4.1,2 we can express a  in (N ) as a product of at most 
four nilpotents, with elements having 1 e A i , n  e A y,h  = 1,6r = nexpressible as 
a product of exactly four nilpotents. As in Section 3.2 we now show that even such 
elements can be expressed as a product of two or three nilpotents.
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This is a contradiction; thus a  satisfies (i).
Again suppose that b\  = 1, 6r = n and that all lower jumps of a are of length 1.
Then |
;* (a)  <  r  -  1.
Also
n - b y  = r  + y*(a)
and so
J*{a) = n — r  > r
(since r  <  ^n). This is also a contradiction; thus a satisfies (ii).
To complete the proof of the theorem, we now show (as in Theorem 3.1.7) that if  
r  >  n/2 , then there exists a  £  A  such that a  ^  (AT).
Consider the element a  for which |im  a| = r  >  n/2 + 1 and X « \ im a =
{2 ,4 , . , . ,  2s}, where s = n — r. Then we have
2s = 2(n — r) < 2 n —(n + 2 )  = n — 2.
From which we can conclude that n G im a, and thus 6r = n. It is clear that 6i = 1 and 
that all lower jumps of a are o f length 1. Hence a  satisfies condition (ii) in Theorem 
4.1.2. So a is not a product of nilpotents. ■
3
"i
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Proposition 4.2.1 Let a in {N) be such that 1 G A i, n 6 Ar, 6i == 1 and by -  n, |
Then a is expressible as a product o f at most three nilpotents. IProof. By Theorem 4.1.2 there exists i  for which A< =/ Si or |T(| >  2, and a has a
lower jump of length greater than 1. Wfe w ill assume that the first lower jump of length §
greater than 1 occurs between 6* and 6*+i.
Let c G S i\A i or c = m in {i : i  G Ti}» mid d £ Ti with d y  c. We first show 
inductively that
c -  » + y >  yy i f  1 <  y <  » -  1 I
and
c — i  + j < x j  i f  y >  i.
The results are true respectively for y = i  — 1 and y = » + 1, since Î
1
V i - i  < X i < c - l  and c + 1 <  ( y* or d) <  i,+ i.
Suppose that they are true (respectively) for y = a <  » — 1 and j  -  t  > i  + I ;  that is, |
y  ^ <  c — » + 5 andxt >  c ~  i  + t. Then 1
y .- i < y . - l  < c - « + s — 1 and c — t + t +  l < a ; t + l <  it+ i, -f
Ias required. Next we show that 1
i6* - A :  + y +  l > 6 y i f l < y < A ;
and
6* ~  A: + y + 1 <  6y if  y >  A:.
For y = k and A; + 1 we have
6* + 1 >  6jfc and 6* + 2 <  6*+i.
'I;
' 1
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So suppose that the results are true for J = s < k and J -  t >  k-t' I ,  that is 6* — A: + 
5 + 1  >  ba and bk ~ k  + t +  l < b t .  Then
6* - A ; + 5 > 6g - l >  ba~\ and 6* -  A: + t + 2 < 6t + 1 <  6^ +1.
We now distinguish two cases.
Case 1. c — 1 + A; = 6* + 1. Then c — i  + j  = 6* — A: + y + 1 for all /  = 1,. . . ,  r  and
a -  ni Ti2,
a product of two nilpotents, where
Al «. « A.* A*4-i «. » Af
and
' 6* — A; + 2 ... 6* + 1 6*+ 2 ... 6* — /c + r — 1 / ’
_ /6 *  — A; + 2 ... 6fc+l  6*+ 2 ...  6* — A; + r  — 1
\  b\ . . .  6* 6*4-1 • • • by
Case 2. c — i + A; 6* + 1. Then c — i  +  j  ^ 6* — A; + y + 1 for all y = 1, . . . ,  r  and
a  -  niuz'm
where
Al ... A* A*4-i ... Ay
c — t+ 1  ... c — i  + k c — i+  k +  1 ... c — i  + r
_ c — i+1 ... c — i + A; c — i + A; + 1 ... c —  i  + r  \
^  6^* — Ai + 2 ... 6* + 1 6*+ 2 ... 6* — Ai + r+ ly
and
__ 6* — k + 2 ... 6* + 1 6*+ 2 ... b k ~ k  + r +  l \
b\ ... 6* 6*-f 1 ... by J
The following Theorem now follows from Proposition 4.2.1 and Theorem 3.2.3:
%
J
- i ; .  . A . ...  ^  ^ . -  x',. _ > .V v  ^ 'j is-i-wr 42-xa;'.fi --
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3. The nilpotent rank
Before considering the next result, we remark that if  a is a total map, then a is 
not expressible as a product o f nilpotents. This follows from the fact that a satisfies 
condition (i) in Theorem 4.1.2.
Lemma 4.3.1 Every element oi £ {N) O J r , r < n —3 is expressible as a product o f 
elements in {N ) OJr+i-
Proof. Let
__ /  A l A2 .. • A f
^  \  61 62 • ♦ • by
be an element in {N) n J y , r  <  n — 3. From Proposition 3.3.1 i f  a € (N)  0  [r , r]
then a  can be expressed as a product of two elements in (N)  f i [ r + l , r + l ] .  We w ill
therefore assume that a £ {N)  n [ A ; , r ] , r + l  < k < n — I.
Now, if  \T i\ >  2 for some t = 1,. . . ,  r  — 1 (or |Tô | >  1 or |TV| >  1) then
Cl = 717273,
where
_ A l ... A/-1 X j  A ; \ { l ; }  A/+1 ... Ay
' 1 . ..  ; - l  j  ;  + l  / + 2  ...  r+ 1
1
'!
Theorem 4.2.2 Let N  be the set of all nilpotents in POn, (N ) the subsemigroup o f 
POn generated by the nilpotent elements, and A ((# )) the unique k fo r which f
(JV) = W U U • • • U JV*, { N ) ^ N U N ' ^ V - - - U  W *"' .
Then A ((# )) = 3 fo r a ll n >  3. ■
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72 12
73
, y _ l  { ; , ;■+1}  y + 2 
y y + 2  y+3
2 ... y y + 2 y + 3
6 l  . . .  6y „ i  bj  6y + i
r + 1  r + 2
r  + 2 r  + 3 ' '
r  + 2 \
6 r  r
and is assumed that |Ay| > 2 , x j -  m in {i : x £ Aj } .  Observe that 72 and 7 3  belong 
to (N)  by Theorem 3.1.5, and since jr»! >  2 fcff some *, we have 71 to be an element 
in {N)  also, by Theorem 4.1.2.
I f  Ai ^  Si for some i  and k <  n — 1, then we may assume that there exists 
X £ Xn\dom a  such that pj <  x < pj+\ for some y, where pt = m ax{i : x £ A t}. 
Here we have
Of = A A ,
where
A  = A l
61
A j X  Ay+I
y y +1  y+3  
.. y y + 3 ...
. . hj 6 ; + l
A r 
r  + 2
r + 2
6r
Observe here too, that fSi belongs to (iV), and since A* ^  Si for some », we have /3i to 
be an element in {N ) also, by Theorem 4.1.2.
I f  Ai ^  Si for some t and k -  n —l ,  then it is clear that |A$| >  2. I f  |A,j = 2 
then there exists another block, say A*, such that |A*| >  2 (since r  <  n — 3), and
O' = 6162 63,
1
Ii
where
and
5i =
A
A l
1
Ô3 =
A*_i Xk A * \ { i* }  A*+i
k — 1 k A :+ l  k + 2
k — 1 { k , k +  1} k + 2
k k + 2 k + 3
k
bk-i
k + 2 k + 3 
bk 6*4-1
Ar 
r+  1
r  + 2 
r  + 3
r + 2
6 r
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I f  I A il >  2 then there exists o,- G A,- and s»- G Si such that either i,- <  o,- <  a* < y* or 
I i  <  Si <  Oi < yi. I f  I i  <  Oi <  5i <  yi then
a = ^ 1X2^3,
where
Xi =
X2
A% . •. Ai_i I j  A i\{ l j}  Ai+i
1 ... i - 1  i  i +1 i + 2
.. A r
.. r +1
1 ... i - 1  { i , i + l }  i + 2  ... r  + 2
2 ... i  i + 2  i  + 3 ... r  + 3
and
X3 = 2 ... i  i + 2  i  + 361 .. . 6j_ i &i 6i4-i «
r  + 2
6 r
I f  I i  <  5i <  Oi <  yi then
O' =  T 1 7 2 7 3 ,
where
n  = Al ... Ai_i A i\{yi} Vi Ai+i .1 ... i - 1  i  i +1 i  + 2 .
.. A r 
.. r +  1  ^ ’
and
72 = 1 ... i - 1  { i , i + l }  i  + 2 ... r  + 2 \2 ... i  i  + 2 i  + 3 ... r  + 3 y
2 .. . i i  + 2 i + 3  ... r  + 2
61 . . .  6 j—1 &i 6i-f*l . . .  6 r
Note that by the same argument as in the other cases, X i, X2, X3 and 71,72,'^  are all 
elements in (N).  ■
1°'k
.'f'I
I
Let N\  and N 2  be the set of all nilpotent elements in POn o f height n — 1 and 
n —2 respectively. Then, since all the elements in Ni  are one-one maps, we have by
    ■ . -v - rtf ai'J' tl'. ill' t Ai y: 11 V . 1'../' • n'-À'..'
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n - 2 )  \  2 - = 3 ( " - 2 ) -
By Theorem 4.1.2 any convex equivalence of weight n— 2 on the subset {1 , . . . ,  n— 1} 
or {2 , . . . ,  n} determines an 'R-class in (#2 ) H [ n— 1, n— 2]. Thus the number o f %- 
classes in (N2 ) n  [ n — 1, n — 2] determined by these convex equivalences is 2 (n— 2). 
On the other hand any convex equivalence of weight n —2 on a subset containing 1 
and n represents an "R-class in (IV2) D [ n —l , n  — 2 ] i f  and only i f  i  and i+ 2  belong 
to the same equivalence class for some i  in {1 , . . . ,  n — 2 }. Thus the number of such 
convex equivalences is n— 2. Hence the number of 'R-classes in (iV2 ) n  [ n— 1, n— 2] 
is 3(n — 2). We therefore have 6( n — 2) as the number o f %-classes in (IV2 ) f l  /n-2 •
We now show that every element a  G (IV2) n [n  — l, n  — 2] is expressible in 
terms of a fixed element in its own 'R-class and an element in {JV2 } n [ n —2 ,n  — 2]. 
More generally we shall show:
Lemma 4.3.2 Every element a  G {N 2 ) n [ A ; , r ] , r <  k <  n — 1 is expressible as a 
product o f a fixed nilpotent in {N 2 ) 0  [ A;, r ]  and an element in {N 2 ) f l  [ r, r ] .
!
%Proposition 3.3.2 that N i does not generate {N}, However, by Lemma 4.3.1 above we 
do have
(1V2) = M \J ,^ 1 . il
Our aim here is to determine the rank and the nilpotent rank of {N2 }.
Recall from Chapter 3 Section 3 that the number of 'R-classes and that of ^ -classes :
containing nilpotents, or elements that are expressible as products of nilpotents in a (7- f
class, Jy of I  On y where n/2 <  r  <  n — 2, are both equal to
n \ _ / r - l
r  /  \n  — r
It therefore follows that the number o f 72,-classes in {N2 ) f ! [ n —2 ,n  — 2] is equal to 
the number o f jC-classes in {N2 ) f l Jn- 2  and is
n \  / n — 3
J i
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Proof. Let a G {N2 } f l [ fc, r ] , and suppose that
a = Al A2 • • • Af bi 62 ...  br
We shall distinguish four cases.
Case 1. 1 ^  A l. Then
A l A 2 ... A r \  /  1 2 ... r
1 2 ... r J \. b\ 62 ... bf
where
X =
fJ'
a = X/i
A l ... 44j__i A j Ai+i
X2 ... i j c Vi
(  X2 ... i j c Vi
\ b i ... 6j_i bi bi+i
Ar
!/r-l
î/r-1
br
Case 4. 1 G A i, n G A r, A* = Si for all % and |jT(| >  2 for some ». Let c, d be 
two fixed elements in Ti with c <  d. Then
where
>   I Al ... Aj—1 Aj Aj'+i Aj+2 ... Ar
Î/2 ... Vi C d Pi+i . . .  î/r-1
'1
Case 2. A r. Then I
a -  fi')
where
Q _ f  A l A2 •.. A r—1 A j
r  + 1 n —r  + 2 ... n — 1 n
_ _ / n —r +1 n —r + 2 ... n —1 n
\  61 62 . . .  by—1 by J
Case 3. 1 G A i, n G A r and A< ^  Si for some ». Let c be a fixed element in 
S i\A i. Then
%
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Proof. Since (N2 } f l Jn- 2  has 6(n — 2) “R-classes we have
rank ({N 2 )) >  6 (n~ 2).
■ I
. . .  Vi  C d  y i + i  . . .  y r - i \  I
61 . . .  6 j _ i  b{ 6 j + i  6*+2 . . .  bf
Theorem 4.3.3 rank ( {N2 ) ) = 6( n — 2),
By Proposition 2.2.7, [ n—2, n— 2] D (JV2 ) is generated by a set of 3( n— 2) elements. I
I f  we now choose a set of 3( n— 2) elements to cover the "R-classes in [ n— 1, n— 2] as 
in Lemma 4.3.2, we obtain a generating set of (N2 ) consisting of 6(n — 2) elements.
Hence the proof. ■
Lemma 4.3.4 Every C-class in Jn- 2  represented by the set
{ 1 ,2 , . . . , !  — l , i +  2 , . . . ,n }
'A
fo r i  = 2 , . . . ,  n — 2 contains a single nilpotent. Thus there are n — 3 C-classes in i
Jn-2 containing only one nilpotent.
Proof. Let a be an element whose £-class is { 1 , — l , i  + 2 , . . .  ,n}. Then the 
only domain for which a  is nilpotent is that represented by the set { 2 , . . . ,  n — 1}. ■
Theorem 4.3.5 nilrank {{N 2  )) = 7 n — 15.
Proof. Since any generating set of {N2 ) must cover the £-classes in {N2 } ft J„-2 » the 
n — 3 nilpotents whose image set is {1 , . . .  — 1,» + 2 , . . .  ,n} for i  = 2 , . . .  , n — 2
must be contained in a generating set consisting of only nilpotent elements (see Lemma 
4.3.4). By the same Lemma 4.3.4 (proof) all the n — 3 nilpotents belong to the same 
'R-class, determined by the set { 2 , . . . ,  n — 1}. For the generating set to cover all the
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'R-classes we must now choose 6( n -  2) -  1 nilpotents from the remaining 71-classes, 
making a total of 7 n— 16 nilpotents. However the 7 n—16 nilpotents cannot generate 
(Ni)-  For i f  a is an element in the same ‘R.-class as the n — 3 nilpotents (that is the 
7^ -class represented by the set { 2 , . . . ,  n — 1}) and suppose that
a = ni ri2 • • * n*
is the decomposition of a  in terms of nilpotents from the chosen I n — 16 nilpotents, 
then we must have
m
«2 =
and
2 3 i i+ 1  ... 77— 1
1 2 ... t - 1 i + 2 ... 77
' 1 2 . . .  t - 1 i + 2  ... 71
.2 3 t i + 1  ... 71—1
2 3 y y +1  ... 71—1
1 2 ... y - i y + 2 ... 77rj3 :
for some i , j  = 2 , . . . ,  n — 2. But then m ti2 is a left identity for %, and so
a -  ri3TJ4 "71*.
By the same reasoning we must also have
__ / I  2 -  1 y + 2 ... n
" ’' 1 2  3 ... j  y + 1  ... n - l
and
1 2 ... I — 1 1+2  ... n
But again 7% 714 is then a left identity for 7%, and
71* i f  k is odd,
2 3 ... 71-1 
2 3 ... n — 1 if  k is even.
2 3 ... I 1+ I ... n — 1 \715 =
a = 715 • • • 71*.
Continuing this way we obtain
4
1I
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Thus i f  a  is not any of the n — 3 nilpotents in its 72.-class, the left identity in the 71- 
class, then a  cannot be expressed as a product of nilpotents from the chosen 7 n — 16 
nilpotents. We therefore have
nilrank ((N2 )) >  7 n — 15.
We now show that we can choose 7 n—15 nilpotents in N2 that can generate (N2 ). 
Denote by A i j  the subset X n \ { i , j }  of cardinality n— 2, and by the element whose 
domain is A i j  and image Then arrange the 3( n — 2) subsets of of cardinality 
n ~  2, representing the C- and the %-classes in (N2 ) n [ n  — 2, n  — 2] as follows:
■A2,n)-^ l,3 ) -^ 3,n> ♦ * • > Ai ,t> • • • j > An-\;n >
■^1 ,m **^ 2,3 ) ^ 3,4 j • • • » 2 ,n—1 ; A\ ^ 2 •
By Proposition 2.2.7, {N2 ) n [ n —2 , n —2] is generated by the set
•B = W ,3 , “ 1,4. • • •. “ î’î+1. • • •. I .
4 :3 ,4 ; : .......
It is easy to see that aJ’J+j (for t = 3 , . . . , n  — 1), and are all
nilpotents. It is also not difficult to see that
(4.3.6)
are all non-nilpotent. In fact n is fixed by all of these elements. Let us denote by B' 
the set of all nilpotent elements in B. Let T  be the set of 4( n ~  2) — 1 elements given 
by
r  = S' U { 4 ; ï , . . . ,  , 4 ,  4;^, . . . ,  }.
It is easy here too, to see that all the elements in T* are nilpotents. Next we observe 
that the non-nilpotent elements in B , given by (4.3.6) are expressible as products of 
elements in !T. In fact we have
°^ !+i,1(+2 -  ®i*n^®l+i,*+2 i  = 2 , . . . ,  n — 3
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and
Thus
(B> = (T).
I f  we now choose a set B  of 3( n— 2) nilpotents to cover the ‘R-classes in {Nz) f i 
[ n — 1, n — 2] as in Lemma4.3.2 we obtain a generating set B U T  of {Nz) consisting 
of nilpotent elements. Since |B  U T| = 7 n — 15 the proof is complete. ■
I
4. The infinite case
Let X  -  { 1 , 2 , . . . }  be the set of all natural numbers. Denote by POu, the set of 
all partial order-preserving maps on X , and an element a in POu, by
bi
where t belongs to some index set J, bi <  bj for all i  <  j  and i f  o,- € A{ then a»- <  oy 
for all i  <  / .  Observe that im a is finite i f  and only i f  dom a  is finite or \yoT^ | <  oo 
(y 6 im a) except for at most one y in im a, namely max{y : y 6 im a }. We w ill 
write such an element a as
_ (  A \ Az . . i 4 r \
“ " U l  k  . ..  h r ) '
àwhere r  = | im a|. As usual, let Xi = min{ic : x 6 Ai )  fo r i = l , . . . , r ,  yi = max {a; : |
X € A t} for t = 1,. . . ,  r  ~  1. (Note that yr does not exist.) Let S'» = {a; G X  : X i <
3: <  1/*} for t = 1,.. •, r  — 1, Br = {a; G X  ' x >  i f } ,  Ti = {a: G X  : y» <  a; <  a;,+i}  
for i  = 1,. . . ,  r  — 1 and To = {a; G X  : a; < a;i}.
I
. .
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Let B  be the set of all nilpotents in P 0 „ and (N)  the subsemigroup of PO^ 
generated by N. Define the gap and the defect of an element a in POu> by
gap a = X \dom  a, def a  = X \  im a,
and
17 = {a  G POu :3y G im a for which |yo!“ ' | = |X|,
1 <  I gap Qf| <  I im Qi|, 1 G A i, Bi = A* and |T;| <  1 for all i} .
Then
Lemma 4.4.1 (N ) D (7 = 0.
Proof. Let a G 17. Then a can be written as
“ ■ f t  t  t ) .
where |Ar| = |X |. Suppose that a  is a product of k nilpotents, say
a = • • • Ti*,
with
n, = ••• ^\  Cl Cj ... Cjr-
where ci <  C2 <  • • • <  cv. We first show by induction that a  >  y* for all i, 1 <  i  < 
r  — 1. The result is clearly true for i  = 1. So suppose that it is true for all i  <  A: and 
that Cjk+i <  Vk+i- Then, since Ak+i = Sk+i we must have c*+i <  Xk+\. Thus
Vk<Ck<  Ck+i <  Xk+i,
which means that \Tk\> 2. This is a contradiction. So c* >  y* for all t, 1 <  i  <  r  — 1. 
But since A r = Sr we must have Cr <  Xr and so yr_i <  Cr_i < Cr <  Xr, that is
'^1
?
Ïa
j
1
.a
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|T r-i I >  2. This again is a contradiction. Hence a  cannot be a product of nilpotents. i
Observe that i f  | gap a| >  | im a| then |Ti| >  2 for some i.
Lemma 4,4.2 Let a  € POu and y £ im a be such that \yoT^ | = |X |. Then a is
nilpotent i f  and only i f x a f x  fo r all x G dom a.
Proof. An element a  satisfying this Lemma can be written as
A\ Az •.. Ar
b\ bz ... br
where br = y, |Ar| = |X | and r  = | im a|. The proof o f Lemma 3.1.1 applies to this
case also. ■
The following Lemma is from [26].
Lemma 4.4.4 [26, Lemma 12] I f  a  G (N) then | def a\ = \X \ and either | gap a\ -
|X I or there exists y G im a such that |ya"^ | = |X |. ■
It is clear that i f  dom a n  im a = 0, then a  is nilpotent (of index 2).
Theorem 4.4.5 a  G (N ) i f  and only i f
(i) gap a y f 0,
(ii) I def a| = |X | and
(iii) either | gap a| = |X  | or there exists y G im a such that\ya~^ | = |X | and a ^ U .
Proof. Suppose that | def a| = | gap a| = |X  |. We shall consider two cases separately, 
namely |X \(im  a U dom a) | = |X | and |X \(im  a  U dom a )| <  |X|.
I f  |X \( im  a U dom a) | = |X |, then choose q  in X \ ( im  a  U dom a) such that 
|{c ,}| = I im a| with q  <  cy for all i  <  Then
ft..».,'
a  =
a - A\ Az . • • A r  \  /  1 2 ... r  \  /  C l  C 2  . . .  Cr
a  = niTïzm,
a product of three nilpotents, where 
Ai A2 ...ni
nz =
\ C l  C2
and
rj3 =
xz X3 Xi C Vi î/i+1 .. . î/r-1 J
Xz 3:3 ... Xi
A i Ai+i Ai+z . Ar
c i î/t i y —1
c Vi y<+i •• î/r—1
Ci Ci+\ Ct+2 .. q  y
Cz ... Cf-
bz ... br ■
Case3. |T<| >  2 for some i. Then there exist c,d £ Ti. Choose c» £ 
.^ \ (  {î/2 ». •., î / r - i , c, d} U im O') with q  <  c,+i for t  = 1,. . . ,  r. Then
a -  niM2?%,
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a product of two nilpotents in POu-
I f  |X \ ( im  aUdom a )| <  |X |, then | ima |  = |im a fl  (X \d o m  a)| = |X| and f  
so there exists c,- G im a 0  (X  \dom  a) and di £ X \ i m  a  with a  <  cy, di <  dj for 
all t  < ; ,  such that I
t )  ( * )  ( t ) '  I
a product of three nilpotents in POu-
Now, suppose 1 <  I gap a\ <  |X | and there exists y £ im a  with |ya"^ | = |X | 
and a ^ U .  Here we shall distinguish three cases.
Casel. 1 ^  A\- It is clear that in this case i  ^  A« for all i. Choose 
c,- G X \(  {1 , . . . ,  r }  U im a) with a  <  c,+i for t  = 1,. . . ,  r. Then
1 2 ... C2 ... Cf J ^  &i bz ... bf
a product of three nilpotents.
Case2. Si ^  A i for some t. Then there exists c G S i\A i. Choose c* £ 4
X \ ( { a :2, . . . , a;,-,i/i,. . . , y r - i , c} Uim a) with q  <  c,+i for t  = 1 , . . . , r. Then
i
g
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and
3/2 3/3 • • * i/i C (t Vi+\ • •. J/r—1
^  ^  I 3/2 3/3 ♦ S/i C d 3/i+l • ♦ • S/r—1
Cl C2 « • • q*—1 q q+i q*+2 • • • q
Cl C2 • • • Cfri3 -
w/icrc A = {n, n+ 1, . . . }  cannot be expressed as a product of fewer than three nilpo- 
tents.
Proof, The only image set for which
1 2 ...  n - 3  A
Cl C2 • • • q^—3 Cfy—2
1
a product of three nilpotents, where J
A i A2 ... A i_ i A i Ai+i Ai+2 ... Ar
A
h  bz ... br J ' #
The following result is now immediate:
Corollary 4.4.6 Let I  Ou be the semigroup of all one-one partial order-preserving 
maps on X . Then an element a  in lOu is a product o f nilpotents in lOu i f  and only i f  f
|X \do m a |  = |X \ im a |  = |X|.
Moreover, ot can be expressed as a product o f three or fewer nilpotents, each with index A
2. ■
Lemma 4.4.7 For n >  A, the element
1 2 .. .  71 — 3 A
à
\v'
is nilpotent is {2 ,3 , . , . ,  n — 1}, But
2 3 . . . n — 2 n — 1
1 2 .. . n — 3 n — 1
is not nilpotent, whence the result.
We now have the following result:
Theorem 4.4.8 I f  we let A { {N)) be the least k fo r which
{N) = N V N ' ^ U - ' - U y ,  (iV> ^  iV U U • • • U iV*“ ' 
Then A {{N))  = 3.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RANK PROPERTIES
The questions of the ranks of O», POn and SPOn, and the idempotent ranks of 
On and POn were considered by Gomes and Howie in [14]. In another paper [13], 
Gomes and Howie considered the rank and the nilpotent rank of the subsemigroup of 
In generated by the nilpotent elements. We now generalise these questions (in line with 
Howie and McFadden [21]) by asking for the rank, idempotent rank and the nilpotent 
rank of the semigroup
K(n,  r) = {a  G S' : I im a| <  r  and r  <  n — 1}
as the case may be, where S' is 0 », POn, SPOn or the subsemigroup of In generated 
by the nilpotents.
Lemma 5.1.2 Every element a in Jr (r <  n — 2) is expressible as a product of
1. Order-preserving full transformations
We begin this section with the result of Howie [17].
Theorem 5.1.1 [17, Theorem 1.1] IfX n  is a finite totally ordered set, then every ele- 4
ment o f the semigroup On of order-preserving mappings ofXn into itself is expressible 
as a product o f idempotents in On. ■
elements m . |
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Proof. Let
a  = A i A 2 •. * A f bi 62 • ♦ ♦ br
A i ... A i_ i c A | \ {c }  A,+i .. .  Ar
1 ... t — 1 i  t+ 1  t+ 3  ... r  + 2
and
1 ... 1 -1  { 1,1+ 1} 1 + 2 1+3 ... r+ 1  A'
bi . .. bf—1 bf y ^t+i .. • br—1 br
where A ' = X „ \ { 1 ,2 , . . . ,  r  + 1}. Then /?, 5 G Jr+i and a -  /36.
Case 2. 1 <  /  — 1. Suppose here that /3 and 8 are given by
A j . ..  A j—1 C A |\{c } A(+i ... Ay_i Ay ... A-r
1 .. . 1 - 1  1 i + 1  1 + 2 ... j  ;  + 2 . .. r  + 2
and
1 ... i - 1  Y  i + 2  ... ;  ; + l  ;  + 2 ... r + 1  A'
b\ . .. . .. 6y„i y bj ... br—\ br
respectively, where F  = { i,  1 + 1}. Then /3,8 e Jr+i and a  = /35.
Case 3. 1 = j .  Let
o   f  A i «.. Aj_i c A j \ {c }  A(+i ... Ar \
... 1 -1  i+ 1  i  + 2 i+ 3  ... r  + 2 ;
and
^  ^ * “  * —  ^ * { i  + 1, i  + 2 } i+ 3  ... r+ 1  A^
Then at least one block, say A,-, contains more than one element Let c = min{o,- : 
ai G Ai}.  Suppose that { 61, 62, . . . ,  ^ }  has a gap in position j ,  and let y be such that 4
6y_i <  y < 6y. We distinguish three cases.
Case 1. i  = ;  — 1. Let
bi ... bi—1 y bi ... br—i br J
where A ' = X „ \ { 1 ,. . .  , r  + 1}. Then /3,6 G /r+ i and a  = j38.
■i
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Case 4. i  >  j .  Suppose p  and 6 are given by
A i ... Ay_i A ; . .. A,‘_i c B  At+i ... A r
1 ... j  — 1 _/ + 1 . ..  I i+ 1  i  + 2 i+ 3  ... r + 2
and
1 ... ; - l  j  ;  + l  ... i Z  i + 3  ... r+ 1  A!
b\ ... y bj . .. bi—1 bi bi^\ ... bf—\ bf
respectively, where B  = A<\{c} and X = {i+ 1, i + 2 }. Then ^ ,8  £ Jr+i and a = /38.
Hence the proof. ■
The following Lemma is from [15]:
Lemma 5.1.3 [15, Lemma 1 ] Let S be a regular semigroup with set E  o f idempotents, 
and let
a ~ €l€2 " 6* G E^ .
Then there exist iden^otents / i , / 2 m the U-class containing a such that
a = / 1/2 • • - /n.
For r  <  n — 2, let
K (n , r )  = {or G On : I im «I <  r } .
Then by Lemma 5.1.2
K(n , r )  = (Jr).
I f  we let Br be the set of idempotents in Jr, then by Lemma 5.1.3, and Theorem 5.1.1,
Jr Ç (Br).
, 23 ' - - l A V': ^ X-;--. _ V y A - -y-i. ;  I.' Vi  v / :  y - t ji j' 1  .«■-< v.A v~-.
I
Ï
. ' 2 1 ' '  '
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Thus
X (n , r )  = (Br).
By [18, Proposition 2.45 and Exercise 2.10] we have that in On
a £  /3 i f  and only i f  im a = im 
Q! /? if  and only if  ker a  = ker /?, 
a CT /3 i f  and only i f  | im a| = | im ^|.
Thus On is the union of (/-classes
where
Jr = {a  E On : I im a| = r } .
The semigroup On is aperiodic (i.e., has trivial H-classes); for once we fix im a and 
ker 01 there is precisely one order-preserving map having the given image and kernel. 
It is easy to see that the (ker a)-classes arc convex subsets O of Xn, in the sense that
x,y  £ C  and x < z < y = ^ z £ C .
In this section, as well as the next, we shall refer to an equivalence p on the set X« 
as convex i f  its classes are convex subsets of Xn, and we shall say that p is of weight 
r  i f  |Xn/p| -  r. A convex equivalence of weight r  is determined by the insertion of 
r  — 1 ‘boundaries’in the n — 1 spaces between 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n. (Thus, for example, the 
convex equivalence of weight 3 on Xe whose classes are {1 ,2 ,3 } ,  { 4 }  and {5 ,6  }  is 
determined by inserting two boundaries, between 3 and 4 and between 4 and 5.) We 
deduce that the number o f convex equivalences of weight r  on X» is
n — 1
r  — 1
I
\ : s
%
■Ï
I
■vV'.V
1^:
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Thus Jr has ) 'R-classes corresponding to the ) convex equivalences of weight
r  on and (” ) £-classes corresponding to the (” ) subsets of X „ of cardinality r.
From Lemma 1.3.3 we deduce that the rank of X (n , r) must be at least as large 
as the number o f £-classes in Jr. Thus we have:
Lemma 5.1.4 rank (iT (n ,r)) >  (“ ). ■
We now show:
Theorem 5.1.5 For 2 <  r  < n  —2, we have
rank (üT(n,r)) = idrank (K (n ,r)) -
The proof depends on a Lemma very similar to Lemma 6 in [21].
Lemma 5.1.6 Let 7fi,7T2,... ,nm (where m = >  3) be a list o f the
convex equivalences of weight r  on Xn. Suppose that there exist distinct subsets 
A i , Aa, . . . ,  Am of cardinality r  o f Xn with the property that A* is a transversal o f 
7T,_i, 7T,- (i = 2 , . . . ,  m) and A i is a transversal o fn i , tt^ . Then each H-class A J 
consists o f an idempotent Cj, and there exist idempotents €m+i, • ♦ •, €p (where p = (” )) 
such that {e i , 62, . . . ,  6p} is a set o f generators fo r K(n, r ) .
Notice that the product (i = 2 , . . . ,  m) is an element of height r, since we 
have a configuration
6i_ l o
* 6$
in which the H-class labelled o consists o f an idempotent. Moreover, the element 6,e,_i 
is in the position * by Lemma 1.3.3. By the same token the product 6i6m is o f height 
r , and Cm C ciCmTlci.
i
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It remains to prove that the listing of convex equivalences and images postulated 
in the statement of Lemma 5.1.6 can actually be carried out. Let n >  4 and 2 < r  < 
n — 2, and consider the Proposition:
P ( n , r ) :  There is a way o f listing the convex equivalences o f weight r  as
7Ti, 7T2, . . . , TTm (with m = and tt\ having { r , r  + I , . . .  as the only non­
singleton class, 7T2 having { r  —  1 , r }  and { r  + 1 , . , .  ,n } as the only non-singleton 
classes, 7Tm having { r  ~  \ . ,n — 1} as the only non-singleton class) so that there ex­
ist subsets A i , . . . ,  Am o /X „ o f cardinality r  with the property that A i is a transversal 
o/TTi-i, TT* f i == 2 , . . . ,  and A\ is a transversal o /tti , TTm-
1
Choose the idempotents Cm+i, . . . ,  €p so that e i, C2, . . . ,  €p covers all the £-classes Ain Jy. Then if  rj is an arbitrary idempotent in JV there exists a unique i  6 {1 , . . . ,  p} (Î
such that Tj £  c,-, and a unique /  € {1,.  •., m } such that r}Tl€j,
• f  •  *
1 o » # •
€j ... 77
Moreover, there is a unique k £ ,m}  such that CiTtek. (If i  G {1 , . . . ,  m}
then of course k = i.) I f  k -  j  then rj = e,- and there is nothing to prove. I f  A: <  ;  then
7] = eycy-i • • • ejfc+iq.
I f  A: > y then
17 = €; • • - eiCm ♦ • -e/fc+ic,-.
We have shown that every idempotent in Jy can be expressed as a product of the 
p = (”) idempotents, c i , . . . ,  Cp. Hence
K(n , r )  = {€i,€2,...,€p>.
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The approach to the proof is similar to that of Chapter 2 Section 2, i.e., we show 
P ( n - l , r - l )  and P(n  -  l , r )  => P (n , r ) .
First, however, we anchor the induction with two Lemmas.
Lemma 5.1.7 P ( n , 2 ) holds fo r every n >  4.
Proof. Consider the list tti , . . . ,  of convex equivalences of weight 2 on 
where
7Tj = 1 2 3 • • • i / t  + 1 • • • n.
Let
A i = {1 ,n}, A% = {1 ,3 }  and A, = { i  — 1 ,n}
for i  = 3 , . . . , n  — 1. Then it is easy to verify that t t i , 7T2, • . . , and 
A i, A2, , An-i have the required property. ■
Lemma 5.1.8 P ( n , n — 2 ) holds fo r every n >  4.
Proof. The proof is by induction. We shall show that for A; >  4,
P ( k , k  - 2 )  =>P(k + 2 , k ) .
For A; = 4 the result follows from Lemma 5.1.7, and for A; = 5 we have the list of the
six convex equivalences and the six subsets as follows:
1/2 /3  4 5 {1 ,2 ,5 } ,
1/2 3/4 5 {1 ,2 ,4 } ,
1 2 / 3 / 4 5  {1 ,3 ,4 } ,
12 /3  4 /5  {1 ,3 ,5 } ,
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12 3 /4 /5  {2 ,4 ,5 } ,
1/2 3 4/5  {1 ,4 ,5 } .
Suppose inductively that P ( k , k  —2) holds (A; >  4). Thus we have a list 
7Ti, 7T2 , . . . ,  TTm (with m = of couvex equivalences of weight A: -  2 on and 
a list A i, A 2, . . . ,  Am of subsets of X * of cardinality k — 2 such that A,- is a transversal
o f 7Ti_i, 7Ti (i = 2 , . . . ,  m) and A\ is a transversal of i r i , itm. We may also assume that
A
7Ti has {A: — 2, A: — 1, A;} as the only non-singleton class,
7T2 has {A; — 3, A; — 2 } and {A: — 1, A:} as the only non-singleton class, -- g
7Tm has {A: — 3, A: — 2, A: — 1} as the only non-singleton class,
A 2 = X k \ {A ; -2 ,A : } .
Let (Ti, . . . ,  (Tjt be the list of convex equivalences of weight k on X t+ i , where
(Ji has {A; — 1 + 1, A; — i  + 2 }  as the only non-singleton class.
(Thus in particular a i, 02 and a* have {A:, A;+1}, {A:— 1, A:} and {1 ,2 }  as the only non­
singleton classes respectively.) Let 71,72, . . . ,  7jb-i be the list o f convex equivalences 
o f weight A: — 1 on X *, where
Ti has {k  — i, k — i + 1} as the only non-singleton class.
(In particular each o f 71,72 and 7t_i has {A; — 1, A;}, {A; ~  2, A; — 1} and {1 ,2 }  as the 
only non-singleton class respectively.) Define the convex equivalences
7t{= TTj U {(  A; + 1, A; + 1) }  U {( A: + 2, A; + 2)}, for t = 1,. . . ,  m,
<ji~ Of with A; + 2 adjoined to the class containing A; + 1, t = 1,. . . ,  A;,
7i= Ti with A; + 1 adjoined to the class containing k, and A: + 2 
as a singleton class, for i  = 1,. . . ,  A: — 1.
- , . r i - : . . . -r ■>  c _________ L: __ _ _ L ........... ... :.. : .. Z__ :------ 1 ■ '  '  . "  '  "  -  < ' _ - " j " ; ' :
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Then arrange them as follows:
(Tj , .. . , CTj(., 7]^ _l , . .. , ?2 , TTj J ♦.. , TTp,, TTj , 7j . (5.1.9)
Notice that these convex equivalences are all distinct, and (5.1.9) is a complete list of 
the convex equivalences of weight k on X^+z » since
m + k  + k — l = Ç ^  ^ ^ + 2 A;+ 1
= ! ( * -  l ) ( t - 2) + 2 t -  1 
= ^ k { k +  1)
= C - ! ) -
We now define the subsets
Ai -  A i U { k +  I , k  + 2 }  for i  = 1, . . . , m,
Bi  = Xfc+2\{A; — i  + 2 , A; + 2 } for i  = 2 , . . . ,  A;,
Of = Xjfc+2\{A; — t + 1,A: + 1} for t = 1,3 ,. . .
D ^ X k ^ z \ { k - \ , k } .
It follows from the hypothesis that A'i is a transversal of 7Tf_|, ttJ- for i  = 3 , . . . ,  m and 
that A i is a transversal of Tr^, tt} . It is also not difficult to verify that, for i  = 2 , . . . ,  A;, 
B i is a transversal of a j_ i , Of ; for * = 3 , . . . ,  A: — 1, Of is a transversal o f t^_i , Oi
is a transversal of a }, Tj ; O* is a transversal o f , 7jf_i ; Ag is a transversal o f ?2, ;
and finally D is a transversal o f , t( . It therefore remains to show that the subsets
C l, B2, . . . ,  Bjt, Ck, O k-i, . . . ,  O3, 4l2 , ^ 43, . . . ,  A!fn, A ' l jD  (5.1.10)
are all distinct. It is clear that the A^s B*s and O’s are all distinct. (Since the A^’s 
contain t+ 1  and t  + 2, the B ’s contain t+ 1  but not t  + 2, while the O ’s contain
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t  + 2 but not t  + 1.) Also D  is distinct from the B ’s and the C ’s (since the later must 
not contain t+  lo r t  + 2), Note that the £-classes characterised by D \{k +  1, k + 2 }  -  
X k \{k  — 1, t }  contain only one idempotent namely
1 2 ...  t - 3  { k ~ 2 , k ~ l , k }
1 2 ...  t - 3  k - 2
Hence D \{k  + 1, t  + 2 }  is not one of the A ’s, and consequently D  is distinct from the 
A ' \  So all the subsets in (5.1.10) are distinct. ■
Lemma 5.1.11 Let n >  6 and 3 <  r  <  n — 3. Then P (n  -  l , r  - 1 )  and 
P (n  — 1, r  ) together imply P (n , r ) .
Proof. From the assumption P (n  — l , r )  we have a list o i , , . . . , dm (where m = 
(^ ^  )) of convex equivalences of weight r  on X»_i and a list A i , . . . ,  Am o f distinct 
subsets of Xn-x o f cardinality r  such that Ai is a transversal of a*_i, cjf (i = 2 , . . . ,  m) 
and Ai is a transversal of Om, (Ji. We may also assume that
ai has { r , . . . ,  n — 1} as the only non-singleton class,
CT2 has { r  — 1, r }  and { r  + 1, . . . ,  n — 1} as the only non-singleton classes,
<jm has { r  — 1, . . . ,  n — 2 } as the only non-singleton class,
Az ~ { 1 , 2 , . . . , r  — l , r  + 1}.
From the assumption P (n  — l , r  — 1 ) we have a list n , ., 71 (wheref = (^ g )) 
of convex equivalences of weight r  — 1 on and a list B i , . . . ,  Bt of distinct subsets 
of cardinality r  — 1 on X n-i such that B< is a transversal of , tj (t = 2 , . . . ,  f) and 
B i is a transversal of rt, ti . We may also assume that
71 has { r  — 1,. . . ,  n — 1} as the only non-singleton class,
72 has { r  — 2, r  — 1} and { r , . . . ,  n — 1} as the only non-singleton classes,
Tf has { r  — 2 , . . . ,  n — 2 }  as the only non-singleton class,
Bz = { l , 2 , . . . , r - 2 , r } .
I
■1
J
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A = { l , 2 , . . . , r -  l ,n } ,
B'i = Bi U {n} for t = 1,. . . ,  t
Now, for* = 1 , . . . ,m let
<7f = (Ji with n adjoined to the class containing n — 1,
sfor y = 1,. . .  let i
7^  = TyU{(n,n)}.
Then arrange the convex equivalences as follows:
(5.1.12)
Note that m + t -  ). Hence above is a complete list of all the convex equivalences |
o f weight r  on Next we define
1
and arrange the subsets as follows:
A ,A 2 ,A 3 , . . . ,A to,B 2 , . . . ,B J ,B i . (5.1.13) I
Then A,- is a transversal of ctJ„i,aj (» = 2 , , m); B[ is a transversal of 7f_ i ,
(i = 3 , . . . ,  G; is a transversal o f 7^ , Tj ; A is a transversal of a j, 7| and B2 is a
transversal o f 72.
It is clear that A2,. •., Am, B j , . . . ,  BJ are all distinct subsets of X» of cardinality 
r , and A is distinct from A2, . . . ,  Am. I f  A = BJ- for some i -  then
A \{n } = Bf = {1 ,2 , . . .  , r  — 1}.
But the £ -class characterised b y { l , 2 , . . . , r —1} has only one idempotent, namely
1 2 3 ...  r - 2  A
1 2 3 ...  r - 2  r - 1
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where A! -  X % \{ ! , 2 , . . . ,  r  ~  2 }. This is contrary to the hypothesis that the jC-class 
characterised by Bi must contain at least two idempotents. Hence all the subsets are 
distinct. Thus the induction step is complete, and we may deduce that P(n, r ) is true 
for all n >  4 and all r  such that 2 < r  <  n — 2.
The pattern of deduction is
(7,4)'
2. The order-preserving partial transformation semigroup
The (7-class
J r ~ { o i £  POn : I im a| = r }
is the union of the sets [A;,r], where r  <  k <  n. The number of £-classes in Jr is 
the number o f image sets in of cardinality r, namely (” ). The number of ‘R-classes 
in Jr is the number o f convex equivalences of weight r  on all the subsets of of 
cardinality k, where r  <  k <ru  This number is
E f ”
k=r
k - 1  
J V r -  1
Next we have the following result from [14]: 
Lemma 5.2.1 For r  = l , 2 , . . . , n - 2 ,
[ r , r ]  Ç ( [ r +  l , r +  1])'
1
Ill
Lemma 5,2.3 For 1 <  r  <  n — 2,
rank(ir'(n,r))
k~r
'n \  ( k - \
Theorem 5.2.4 For 1 <  r  <  n — 2,
rank r ) )  = idrank ( K \ n , r ) )  -  ^” n \ A  -  1
I
Lemma 5.2.2 Ç (/r+ i 1 <  r  <  n -  3. "
Proof. Let a  in be in [ A;, r ] , 2 <  r  <  A; <  ti. I f  A; = r, the result follows from 
Lemma 5.2.1. I f  A; >  r, then the proof of Lemma 5.1.2 applies equally to this case by 
adjusting A ' to { r  + 2 }  in 6 . ■
Let a,
K ' (n , r )  = {a  6 POn : | im a| <  r } ,
then from Lemma 1.3.3 we deduce that the rank of ÜT'(n, r) must be at least as large 
as the number of 'R-classes in Jr. Thus we have: ■s
The proof follows the same basic strategy as that of Theorem 5.1.5. It depends on 
the following Lemma.
Lemma 5.2.5 Let , . . . ,  (where m = (“) and r  >  2) be a list o f sub­
sets o f Xn with cardinality r. Suppose that there exist distinct convex equivalences |
7Ti, . . . ,  ttto <?/ weight r  on Xn with the property that , Ai are both transversals
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of Tïi (i -  and Am,A\ are both transversals o f t t i . Then each H-class
(TTi,Ai) consists o f an idempotent c,-, and there exist idempotents €m+i, • • •, Cp (where 
P = E L f  it) that { c i , . , , ,  €p} is a set o f generators fo r K '{  n, r ) .
Notice that e,_i e< (t = 2 , . . . ,  m) is an element of rank r, so also is tm^i, and
Ct
Choose the idempotents Cm+i, . . . ,  €p so that Cp covers all the 12,-classes in 
Jr. Then i f  r] is an arbitrary idempotent in Jr there exists a unique t E ,p } such
that rjHciy and a unique ;  G {1 , . . . ,  tti} such that r}Ccj. Moreover, there is a unique 
k G m } such that e,* £  c*. (If i G { I , •. •, m}  then o f course A; = t.) I f  A: = ;
then 97 = 6i and there is nothing to prove. I f  A: < /  then
V ~ i^^k+\^k+2 •••€;.
I f  A: >  y then
V ~ i^^k+l ' • 'CmCl • •
Note that in 0 „ , the number of £-classes in any T'-class exceeds the number of 
'R-classes, in POn the number of £-classes in a (7-class is smaller than the number of 
7^-classes. This accounts for the difference of the strategies in Lemmas 5.1.6 and 5.2.5.
It remains to prove that the listing of images and convex equivalences postulated 
in the statement of Lemma 5.2.5 can actually be carried out. Let n >  4 and 2 <  r  <  
n “  2, and consider the Proposition.
P (n , r )  ; There is a way of listing the subsets o f Xn o f cardinality r  as A \ , . . . ,  Am 
(w i thm ^  = { l , 2 , . . . , r } , v l2 = { l , 2 , . . . , r - l , r - H l } , A m  = { l , 2 , . . . , r -
1, n}) JO that there exist distinct convex equivalences tti , . . . ,  tt,» o f weight r  with the
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property that , Ai are both transversals o fiti f i  = 2 , . . . ,  rnj and Am,A\ are both 
transversals o f .
The proof is by double induction on n and r , the key step being a kind of Pascal’s 
triangular implication.
P ( n - l , r - l )  and P(n  -  l , r )  P (n , r ) ,
First, however, we anchor the induction with two Lemmas.
Lemma 5.2.6 P ( n , 2 ) holds fo r every n >  4.
Proof. The proof is by induction. For n = 4 we have the list o f 6 subsets and 6 
equivalences as follows:
0 . 2 } 1/2 4.
{1 ,3} 1/2 3,
{2 ,3 } 12 /3 .
{2 ,4 } 2/3  4.
{3 ,4 } 2 3/4 .
0 ,4 } 1 3/4 .
Suppose inductively that P (n  — 1,2) holds (n >  5). Thus we have a list 
A i , . , .  y At (where t  = ) ) o f subsets of of cardinality 2, and a list tti , . . . ,
o f distinct convex equivalences of weight 2 such that for i  = 2 , . . . ,  t the sets A»_i, A i  
are both transversals of tt,' and At,A\  are both transversals of tti . Suppose moreover 
that A i = {1 ,2 } ,  = {1 ,3 }  and At = { l , n — 1}. Let
B i  -  {», n}
ai = 1 2 / n —In ,  
a,- = i  t + 1 /n  for t = 2 , . . . ,  n — 2, 
am_i = 1 n — l/n .
Arrange the subsets and the convex equivalences as follows:
J A 2  , • ♦ • > A t  ) B 2  J B 3  , • ♦ • ,  P n —l  , B l
;  7^2 , .  . .  ,  TTt ,  a% ,  02 ;  « » « ;  CTfi— 2 ,  0 % _ l  .
Then, it is easy to verify that the subsets and the convex equivalences as arranged above 
satisfy P ( n , 2 ). Notice that these subse 
the convex equivalences are all distinct.
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for* = 1,. . . ,  n — 1, and define
7t( = 7Ti with n — 1 being replaced by n, *
?
I 
3ts are all the subsets of of cardinality 2, and |
Lemma 5.2.7 P ( n , n — 2 ) holds fo r every n >  4.
Proof. We shall show that for A; >  4, P (k ,k  — 2) P(k + 2,k) .  But first we
show that P ( 4 ,2) and P ( 5 ,3) are true.
' : SFor n = 4, the result follows from Lemma 5.2.6. For n = 5, we have the list of 
10 subsets and 10 equivalences as follows: I
{ 1 ,2 ,3 }  1/2 /3  5,
{ 1 , 2 , 4 }  1/2 /3  4, 1
{ 1 ,3 ,4 }  1/2 3/4 , 3
{ 2 ,3 ,4 }  1 2 /3 /4 ,
{ 2 ,3 ,5 }  2 /3 /4  5,
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bi
{ 2 ,4 ,5 }  2 / 3 4 / 5 ,
{3 ,4 ,5 }  2 3 /4 /5 ,
{1 ,4 ,5 }  1 3 /4 /5 ,  I
{1 ,3 ,5 }  1 /3 4 /5 ,
{1 ,2 ,5 }  1/2 3 /5.
Suppose inductively that P ( k , k  —2) holds (k >  4). Thus we have a list 4
A i , . . . ,  Am (where m = (^ (.*2)) of subsets of Xk of cardinality k — 2 , and a list
7Ti, . . . ,  7T,a of dlstinct convcx equivalences of weight k ~ 2  such that for t = 2 , . . . ,  w  4
the sets A*_i, A,- are both transversals of tt,- and Am, A\ are both transversals of tti .
We may also assume that
A i = {1 ,2 , . . . ,  A; — 2}, Az = { 1 , 2 , . . . , A; — 3 , A; — 1}
and 1
Am — { 1, ^ , Aj — 3, ky.
Let B i , . . . ,  Bifc+i be the list of subsets of Xk+i o f cardinality k, where B* =
\{A; + 2 — i} .  (Thus in particular B\ = {1 ,2 , . . . ,  A;} andB&+i = {2 ,3 , . . . ,  A: +
1}.) Let C l , . . . ,  C t be the list o f subsets of Xk o f cardinality A: — 1, where Ci -
2Ck\{k + 1 — i} . ( In particular Ci = { 1 , 2 , . . . , A; -  1} and Ck = { 2 , 3 , . . . , A;}.)
Define
Aj = Aj- U {A: + 1, A; + 2 }  for i  = 1,. . . ,  m,
CJ = C< U {A: + 2 }  for t = 1,. . . ,  A;.
Notice that the subsets A j , . , . ,  A^ ,  B i , . . . ,  B *+ i, CJ, . . . ,  C{ are all distinct, and form 
a complete list of subsets of Xk+ 2  of cardinality k, since
m+A; + ( A ; + l ) =  f ^ ^ ^ j + 2 A : + l
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— 1) + 2 /c + 1
j ( k  + 2 H k + l )
jk+ 2  
k
Denote by | i , / |  the convex equivalence of weight n — 1 on a set ÎT of n elements, 
where { * , ; }  is the only non-singleton class. Then define
CTi = |A; + 2 — 1, A: + 3 — i| on Xk+i for i = 2 , . . . ,  A: + 1,
n = \k + I — i, k + 2 — i\ on X* U {A: + 2 } for * = 2 ,4 , . . . ,  A; — 1,
ttJ = 7T,- U {( A; + 1, A; + 1)} U {( A; + 2, A: + 2 )} for i  = 1 ,3 , . . . ,  m,
5i = |A;, A; + 2 j on Xk U {A; + 2 },
= |A: + 1, A; + 2 1 on X*+2\ { 1},
53 = |A:,A;+ 1| on X*+2\ { A ; - 2 },
54 = |A:, A; + 1| on Xk+2 \ { k  —1}.
Now, arrange the subsets and the convex equivalences as follows:
B i, Bz, . . . ,  Bjb+i, Ck,Ck-i , . . . ,  C3, A2, A3, . . . ,  A^,  A [ , C2, Cj
5l ,  (TZ J •  . .  ,  Ok+l ,  5z ,7  ^ ,  63 ,  TTj ,  . .  .  ,  7T„j ,  TTj ,  54 ,  72 •
With this arrangement it is easy to verify that the subsets and the convex equivalences 
satisfy P (k  + 2 ,k ) .
Since an 72,-class characterised by a convex equivalence of weight n— 1 on a set of 
n elements contains only two idempotents, the convex equivalences above are unique, 
and therefore distinct. ■
Lemma 5.2.8 Let n >  5 and 3 <  r  <  n — 3. Then P (n  — l , r —I )  and 
P (n — 1, r )  together imply P ( n , r ) .
' M
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Proof. From the assumption P (n  — l , r )  we have a list , . . . , (where m -
) ) of the subsets of Xn-i with cardinality r  and a list a i , . . . ,  cr„i o f distinct convex 
equivalences of weight r  such that (» = 2, . . . ,  m) are transversals of cr,-, and
A \ , Am are transversals of . We may also assume that
i4 i = { l , 2 , . . . , r } ,  v42 r  -  l , r +  1}, l , n — 1}
and <72 has {r, r  + 1} as the only non-singleton class.
From the assumption P (n  — l , r —1) we have a list S i , . . . ,  (where t  -  f
( ^ i ) )  o f subsets of o f cardinality r  — 1, and a list 7 %, ,  Tt of distinct con­
vex equivalences of weight r  — 1 such that Sy_i, S; (;' = 2, . . . ,  t) are transversals of I
Tj, and S i, St are transversals o f n . We may also assume that
]
S i = { l , 2 , . . . , r  — 1}, S2 = — 2 , r } ,  S* = { 1 , . . . , r  — 2 , n —1}
and that tj» has { r  — 1, r }  as the only non-singleton class.
Let
B i~  B iU  {n}.
Then ^ l i , . . . ,  S ( , . . . ,  S{ is a complete list of the subsets of X» of cardinality r. 1
(Notice that m + t  -  (” ).) Define
cr'i = <Ti with n — 1 replaced by n, |
7^  = 7îU{(n,Tj)} for t = 1,3,. . . ,^,
?2 = 72 U { ( n -  l ,n ) } .  4
Then 02, . . . ,  Œm, 7(, . . . ,  are all distinct (since the <j’s do not contain n, while the
r^’s contain n). Also a\ is distinct from all of them, since ctJ contains r  and n in the |
same equivalence class.
Arrange the subsets and the convex equivalences as follows: |
A i, A-2, • •., - 2^> • * • >
^1 j ^ 2  > • • • > > 72 j  •  •  ♦ j  7j j  7i .
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With this arrangement it is easy to verify that the convex equivalences and the subsets 
satisfy P (n , r ) .  ■
The pattern of deduction here is
(6,3:
(7,4)
Remark 5.2.9 Observe that in Lemmas 5.2.6, 5.2.7, and 5.2.8 (proof) all the convex 
equivalences used have only one non-singleton class, except for ?2 in Lemma 5.2.8 
which has two. In all cases the non-singleton class (or classes) contained only two 
elements, and since n >  4, r  = 2 in 5.2.6, n >  4 , r  = n —2 in 5.2.7 and n >  5, 
r  <  n — 3 in 5.2.8 the convex equivalences are all partial. Thus in the generating set 
{ c i , . . . ,  Cp} of Lemma 5.2.5, c i , . . . ,  need not be fu ll idempotents.
We shall find this useful in the next section.
3. Strictly partial order-preserving transformations
The (7-class
7r = {(V € SPOn : I im (%| = r }
is the union of [ A:, r ] , where r  <  k <  n — 1. The number o f /2-classes in Jr is (” ), 
while that of 'R-classes is
^ / n \  A - 1
k=r 1
1
%
I
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Lemma 5.3.1 For 1 < r < n —3,we have
I
Proof. The proof o f Lemma 5.1.2 applies to this case also, by adjusting ^ 4' to { r  + 2 } 
in 5. ■
Lemma 5.3.2 Let E 2 be the set o f all idempotents in J„_2. Then
7 n - 2  Ç  { E l ) .
Proof. Notice that Jn- 2  = [n  — l,n  — 2 ] U [ n —2, n — 2]. We shall first consider 
an element a € [ n —2, n — 2]. Let dom a -  X n \ { i , j }  and assume that i <  
and im a = Xn\{k,  1} with k < 1. Let e be the partial identity on dom a. We now 
distinguish several cases.
Case 1. i  -  k, (a) ;  <  L Let A  = dom 01U { / } .  For s = 1 ; define the 
idempotents on A  by
{ /  + 5 — 1 +  s}Ci =7 + 5 — 1
and
X € s  =  X
for all a; G A \ { j  + 5 — 1 ,; + s}. Then
Of =  e c i C 2  • • • € Z - ; .
(b)7 >  L I f  an element a  satisfies this subcase, then its inverse satisfies (a), and 
the result follows.
I
' -A
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(c) j  = L Here a is an idempotent.
Case 2. j  -  L (a) i  <  k. Let A  = dom a U { i} .  For s = I , . . .  , k ~ i ,  define €3 by 
{ t + s — 1, i  + 5}€« = t + 5 — 1
and
X€s  =  X
for all æ G A \ { i  + s — 1, i  + s}. Then
a = €61 • • -Cjb-t.
(b) i  >  k. Here a~^ satisfies (a) above, and therefore the result follows.
Case 3. (a) %< k < j  <  I. \jsx A -  dom a U {*}, B -  Xn\{k } .  For s = 
1 , . . . ,  — t and t = 1 ; . . .  J  — 7 define c, and % as follows:
{» +  5 — 1 J i  +  s}Ca =  1 + 8 — 1
and
X €s  =  X
for all X G A \ { i  + s -  1, i  + 5}.
{7 + t  -  1,7 + t}rh = 7 + t -  1
and
xrit ~ X
for all X G B \ {7  + t  — 1,7 + ^}* Then
CK =  € € l  • - '  € & _ *? )1  •
(b) k < i  <  I < j .  Here is o f type (a) above.
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Case 4. (sl) i <  k <  I <  j .  Let A  = dom a U {*}> B = Xn\{k} .  For a =
1 — i  and t  = 1 i define and % as follows: |
{ i  +  5 — 1 ,  i  +  5 }€a  =  1 + 8 — 1
and
XCa = X
for all X € A \ { t  + s — 1, i  + 8},
{( + t  — 1, Z + = Z + t
and
xrjt = X
for all X G B\{Z + 1 — 1, Z + 1}. Then
CX =  €€l " • • Cjb_|17l • • • 7J;—
(b) k < i  <  J < I. Here is of type (a) above.
Case 5. (a) i  < 7 <  A; <  Z. Let v4 = dom a U { i} . For s = 1,. . .  ,7 — i — 1, 
t  -  1 ,. . . ,  A; — 7 andti = 1,...,Z — A:— 1 defineCa,% a n d a s  follows:
{ i  + 8 — 1, i  + 8}€a = 1 + 8 —1
and
X€a = X
for all X G A \ { i  + 8 — 1, i  + a},
{ 7 - 1 , 7 + 1 } € ; _ , = 7 - 1
and
X € j - i  =  X
■i
' I
I
4
ÿ.
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for all X G A \{J  -  1,; + 1}.
+ 1 — 1,7 + 1 + 1}% — J + 1 — 1
and
xr}t  =  X
for all X G B (\{7  + t —1,7 + ^+1}» where Bt = X « \{7  + t} .
{k  + u ,k  + u + 1 } 6u = k + u
and
x6u = X
for all X G Bk-j. Then
Of =  € 6 i  ' • • C y _ ,‘17i  • • • • • • S i - k - l  •
(b) k <  I <  i  <  j .  Here a~^ satisfies (a) above.
Case 6 . i  <  j  ~ k <  L Let A  = dom a U {$}. For s = 1,. . . ,7 — i  — 1 and 
f = 2 , . . . ,  Z — 7 define €«, 171 and % as follows:
{» + 5 — 1, 1 + 5)63 = 1 + 8 — 1
and
X C a  =  X
for all X G A \ { i  + s -  1,1 + a},
{ 7 -  1,7+ 1}t7i = 7 - 1
and
X TJl =  X
%
:à
xr} t  -  X
for all X 6 A \ { j  + t  — l , j  + t} . Then
Now, i f a 6 [ n —l , n  — 2] then it can be expressed as follows:
ai ... a»-! {a,',a<+i} o,+2 ... an-i
b\ ... bi-.\ b% b%-i-\ . .. —2
But then
and
Let
K ” (n,r) = {a  G SPOn : |im  a| <  r } .
By Lemmas 5.3.1 and 5.1.3, every element in (r < n — 2 ) is expressible in terms 
o f idempotents in J^. Hence iC"( n, r)  is generated by the idempotents in Jr.
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for all X G A \ {7  -  1 +  1}, |
{ j  + t — l  ,7 + = 7 + f — 1
and j
o; = eei • • • rji • • • rj i^j.
I
where ^
ai ... 0,_l {0*,0,+l} 0,+2 ... Ott-l ;i
Ol ... Oli—l Q>i 0*+2 ... Ufi—1 J iI^  I ... U|—1 Oj Û|+2 ••• I .^
\  b\ . . .  bi—1 b% . . .  bn—2 J -4'
Note that e is an idempotent, and that /3g [ n —2 , n ~ 2 ] .  Hence a  is expressible in |
terms o f idempotents in J52 • ■
s
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4. One-one partial transformations
The rank and the nilpotent rank of the subsemigroup of generated by the nilpo- 
tent elements were considered by Gomes and Howie [13], where they showed that both 
the rank and the nilpotent rank o f this subsemigroup (as an inverse semigroup! are equal 
to n + 1. We now generalise this problem by considering the rank and the nilpotent 
rank of
L(n ,r )  -  {a  e In • oi\ < r  m d r  <  n - 2} .
Lemma 5.4.1 For a l l r  < n —2, we have
J r Ç i N n J r ) ' ^ .
Proof. The result follows from Remark 3.16 in [12] that
%
Theorem 5.3.3 For 1 <  r  <  n — 2 we have J
rank (iC"(n, r ) )  = idrank (iT "(n , r) )  = ^  ( r  -  1 )  ’
Proof. The reason for choosing in the generating set {e i , . . . ,ep} for
K 'i  n, r)  to be non-full idempotents (see Remark 5.2.9) is to make the corresponding 
result for K "{  n, r) much easier to deduce, since we may choose the same idempotents |
€ i , . . . ,  and €m+1, • •., Cg (where q == (I) ( î - i)  ) A"om the remaining 7?.-classes
to obtain the generating set {e i , . . . ,  e,} of K '\n , r ) . ■
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and Lemma 4.1 in the same paper, that if
J r C i N n  J r ÿ  then C ( N n J r - i ) ' ’
f o r 2 < r < n —1. ■
Denote by the principal factor L { n , r ) / L ( n , r  — 1). Then Pr has (”) V,- 
classes corresponding to the (") possible domains of cardinality r, and (") /2-classes 
corresponding to the (” ) possible images. It is a Brandt semigroup isomorphic to 
B (B r, {1, ♦ •., m } ) , where Sr is the symmetric group on r-symbol and m ~  (”), and 
so by Theorem 2.2.4 it  has rank (as an inverse semigroup) equal to
gprank(Br) + -  1
where gprank ( Sr) is the group rank of Sr.
Theorem 5.4.2
rank (L(n, r ) )  = n ilra nk(L (n ,r)) = gprank (<SV) + n 1.
Proof. A ll that is required is to select a generating set of L(n,r)  consisting of 
gprank ( Sr) + (%) — 1 nilpotents.
Let A i, A i , . . . ,  Am be a list of the subsets o f X „ of cardinality r. Let HAi^^ 
denote the K-class in Jr consisting of all the elements whose domain is A,- and image 
A ; (i,7  = l , 2 , . . . ,m ) .
Suppose A i = {1 ,2 , . . . ,  r} . Then the K-class Hai ,Ai is the symmetric group on 
{1 ,2 , , . . ,  r } ,  and i f  r  >  3 then it is generated by the elements a, r  where
cr = (1 2 ) ,  T = ( 1 2 ' r ) .
We now show that each of a, r  can be expressed as a product of nilpotents. For 
this purpose, we w ill suppose that A% = { 2 , . . . , r , r +  1}, A 3 = { l , . . , , r  — l , r +  1} 
and A 4 = { 2 , . . . , r  — l , r  + l , r  + 2 }.
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The proof depends on whether r  is odd or even. For r  odd we have
<j = «2 and r  = 72 *<^ 2
where
ûf2 = l | r + l r r - l * . - 2 1 1 1 g  Ha i,Ai ,
^ = | | r r  — 2 r  — 4 - - - 3 r + l r —1- - - 42  1|| G Haz A^i >
ÛJ3 = | |r+ 1 1 2 .. .r|| G Ha^Ah
72 = l | r + l r — l * - . 2 r r ~ 2 * * - 3  1|| G Ha  ^ •
I f  for this case we now choose a nilpotent a»- G for i  = 4 , . . . ,  m in an arbitrary
way, we see that
CT,T,ûi2,..,,afm 6 (a2,...,ûfm,y0,72>-
By Remark 2.2.5 the elements cr, r, «2, • • •, generate Pr. It follows that Pr, and 
hence also L( n, r) is generated by the m + 1 nilpotents «2, . . . ,  «m, 72 provided r 
is odd.
For r  even we have
O' = «3  ^/3oj4 and r  = 74  ^0f4
where
a3 = | | r + 1 2 3 - - - r - - 2 r - l  l r | | G  Ha ,^Ax ,
/ 3 = | | l r  — 2 r + 1 3 2 5 4 - - - r  — 5 r  — 6 r  — 3 r  — 4 r —l r + 2 | | G  H a ^^  , 
of4 = ||r + 2 2 4 • • • r | |U | | r  + 1 r  — 1 ••-3 1|| G Ha4 ,Ai>
74 = | | r + l r —I r  — 4 r ~ 3 r  — 6 r  — 5 • • • 9 6 7 4 5 2 3  r | | U | | r + 2 1||G H aa^ x-
In this case Pr and hence L ( n, r)  is generated by the w + 1 nilpotents «2, • * •, «m, /5,74 » j
where a;,' G are chosen arbitrarily for i  = 2 ,5 ,6 , . . . ,  m. |
It now remains to show that the result is true for r  = 2 and 1.
Now,
where
■I
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■4I f  r  = 2, S2 is cyclic and thus has only one generator. For this case we w ill v 5
suppose that A i = {1 ,2 }  and Am = {n  — 1, n}. The K-class Ha i,Ax is the symmetric 4
group on A i  and is generated by
cr =  ( 1 2 ). I1
Oim = I | n -  1 2 | | u | | n l | |  G 
7m = | | n - l l | | U | l n 2 | | € K ^ ^ , ^ , .
So i f  we choose nilpotents az, . . . ,  cxm~i as in the above cases we see that ^
,«m,7m generate L(n, r ) . Thus L( n, r) has rank 1 + m — 1 = m.
I f  r  = 1, the symmetric group Si has zero generators, and it is easy to verify that 
the following n — 1 nilpotents generate L(n ,r ) :  $
IP 111, ||3 1||, ||4 1||........| |nl | | .
I
' '''' ' T
■I
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Fig 1. Comporvents of a .
/ \
\ /
Om - 2
Fig 2. Configuration of group elejnents of maximum gravity and height n (n even)
©y
Fig 3. Configuration of non-group elements of maximum gravity and height n (n odd)
,'3
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m
Fig 4 Configuration of group elements of maximum gravity and height n (n odd)
n - 1
O
\ /
Fig 5. Configuration o f elements v ith  gravity 1 and height n in ^
n -2
Fig 6. Configuration of elements v ith  gravity 2 and height n in P*
■ ' 1
: ‘“I r ' .  P.
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ï i - 2
( Dn - 3
Fig 7. Coirfigijration of elements vitJi gravity 3 and height n in  R
Fig 9. One fixed point 0
.'V *•. 'm d/d -
n -3
n -3
n - 4
n -3
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Fig 8. Configuration of elements v ith  gravity 4 aM height n in
J
Îi;I,1
"!
:
6 x > > < » - ( 2 3
s.'
%0 -4 — o
0 4 — o
0 -4 — 0 - 4 - 0 ■ •0 4 -0 4 -0 --
0 -4 — 0 -4 —0 ^  1 h0 4 —0 4 —0
(b)
Fic 10. CoïtfigTaiatioï\s of X j viU i A.j m [ïi-1, n-1].
X 1
X2
X3
1
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n0 -4 —o
u n0 -4 — o
Fig 11. CoïrfigTJiationof A.j'wlth [n-l,n-2].
- f -'//a- '
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